
MICHAEL IVANKOVICH AUCTION #73 CATALOG LISTING 
NOVEMBER 7-8, 2008 * DANBURY, CT 

 
 
Lot # Title Description Start Low Est. High Est. 

1 Wallace Nutting  
A Favorite Corner 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Grazing sheep crowd together near stone wall. VT. Original 
mat, title, and pen signature. Est 13x17" frame with original backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; 
mat is slightly darker but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           175.00 

2 Fred Thompson & Neville  
Pair of Exterior Scenes 

Pair of circa 1915-25 hand-colored photos. 1) Fred Thompson - "Stony Brook". Original mat, title, and pencil 
signature. Est 5x7" frame with original backing paper and Fred Thompson Pictures backstamp. 2) Neville - Close 
framed Exterior with original pen signature. Est. 5x4" original frame with no backing paper. Both are 4.0 grading 
with good image color and detail, and the Thompson has a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

3 Wallace Nutting  
Callers at the Squire's 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Misc. Unusual scene with two women approaching a front 
porch. Original mat and pencil signature. Est 14x17" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         60.00 $         125.00 $           250.00 

4 Wallace Nutting  
Braiding a Rag Rug 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Danvers, MA. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 17x14" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat is slightly dark but is 
otherwise in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

5 R Atkinson Fox  
Garden Scene 

Circa 1920-30 R Atkinson Fox Garden print. Est 14x20" original art print in original frame with no backing paper. 
Signed  "R Atkinson Fox" l/r. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

6 Fred Thompson  
Returning From Church 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Unusual title with two ladies in front of stately home. Original 
mat, title and pencil signature. Est 11x17" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat 
has a right edge stain but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

7 Harrison Fisher  
4 Postcards Under Glass 

Lot of 4 circa 1910 Harrison Fisher postcards including Reflections, I Knew You Would Come, Anticipation, and 
Taking Toll. All 4 postcards are mounted under glass and measure est. 5x7". Good condition. Sold as one lot. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

8 R Atkinson Fox  
Landscape Print 

Circa 1920-30 R Atkinson Fox Landscape print. Est 12x18" original art print in original frame with newer backing 
paper. Signed  "R Atkinson Fox" l/l with "@ Edward Gross Co., NY 602" l/r. 4.0 Grading with good color and in 
clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

9 Maxfield Parrish  
The Dinkey Bird 

Original circa 1905 Enchanted print. Est 11x15" original frame. 2.0 Grading with good color but there is some 
image rippling and paper loss. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

10 William H Chandler 
Landscape Pastel 

Circa 1900 William Henry Chandler (1854-1928) Landscape Pastel. Evening cottage and lakeside trees scene. 
Chandler is often referred to as America's foremost pastel artist. Close-framed in est. 10x20" original ornate oval 
frame with no backing paper. Signed "Chandler" l/r. Matches Lot #45. Good image color with minor compo loss, 
but otherwise in clean & unblemished condition. Frame has some repaired cracks. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           250.00 

11 Wallace Nutting  
A Careful Mother 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Ipswich, MA. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 10x8" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
unblemished mat. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

12 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Interiors 

Pair of circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Colonial interior scenes. 9x7" original frames with 
original backing paper. Original mats and pen signatures. 4.0 gradings with clean mats and good photo color. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

13 Wallace Nutting  
Two Centuries 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Large tree next to old home. Danville, VT. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 10x12" frame with no backing paper. 3.0 Grading. Image color is good although there is a dark 
spot due to soiling; mat is overall darkened and has small stains. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

14 Wallace Nutting  
The Rug Maker 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Massachusetts. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 17x14" original mahogany frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and in 
clean and unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

15 Bessie Pease Gutmann  
Child's Poem 

Circa 1910 Bessie Pease Gutmann child's poem print which reads: "When I was sick and lay a-bed I had two 
pillows at my head, And all my toys beside me lay To keep me happy all the day". Original art print in original est. 
9x7" frame with no backing paper. Lower left "Copyright 1910 by Gutmann & Gutmann N.Y". 4.0 Grading with 
good color and detail. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 



16 Harris  
Florida Wilds 

Circa 1900-10 Harris hand-colored photo. Exterior lake scene with Spanish moss hanging from tree. Florida. 
Original mat, title, and pencil signature. Est 14x17" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image 
color; mat has left and bottom edge stains but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

17 Wallace Nutting  
A Token in Rembrance 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer man and woman in colonial white wigs stand on 
walkway next to flowered-covered stone structure. Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 13x15" frame with no 
backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; mat is slightly darker and has right edge stain but is otherwise 
in clean condition. 

$         60.00 $         120.00 $           250.00 

18 Maxfield Parrish  
Hilltop 

Original circa 1927 Enchanted print. Est 6x10" original frame and original backing paper which is still retaining its 
original House of Art "Hilltop" paper label. "House of Art" l/r . 2.75 Grading with good color and some very light 
and minor image foxing but otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

19 Fred Thompson  
The Restless Sea 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Unusual evening seascape. Original mat, title & pencil 
signature. Est 10x18" frame w/ newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading w/ good image color & clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

20 Zula Kenyon  
Two Lady Rider Prints 

Lot of two Zula Kenyon lady rider prints. 1) Girl rides horse with dog nearby. 9x12". 2) Girl stands by horse and 
collie. 13x16. Both overmatted in newer frames, and in clean and unblemished condition. Sold a sone lot. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

21 Wallace Nutting  
Two Untitled Exteriors 

Lot of two original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored untitled Exterior scenes. 1) 7x9" birches and 
lakeside canoe scene. 2) 7x11" blossoms and stream scene. Both in 4.0 gradings, with original mats & signatures, 
in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

22 Wallace Nutting  
The Open Gate 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Sheep graze along roadside. CT. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 12x10" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has minor bottom 
stain but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

23 Wallace Nutting  
The Orchard Brook 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom trees beside rippling stream. Connecticut. Original 
mat and pen signature. Est 20x16" original frame with original backing paper, and original Nutting label on the 
back. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

24 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "Hollyhock 
Cottage" 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Hollyhocks grow against side of cottage. England. Original 
mat and pen signature. Est 9x7" original frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; 
mat is slightly cropped but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

25 R Atkinson Fox  
Garden of Romance 

Original circa 1915-25 R Atkinson Fox Garden print. Est 14x22" original frame with newer backing paper. "R 
Atkinson Fox" l/r . 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

26 R. Atkinson Fox  
Nature's Mirror 

Circa 1920-30 R. Atkinson Fox outdoors prints. Outdoors lake and village scene. Large format est.  30x18", 
unsigned, and 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

27 David Davidson  
Autumn Paradise 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Exterior stream and country road scene. Original mat, pen 
signature & title. Est 15x12" original frame with older backing paper, and original paper label still affixed. 4.0 
Grading with good color and a slightly dirty but otherwise blemish-free mat. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

28 Wallace Nutting  
Larkspur 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Thatch-roofed cottage scene. England. Est 14x17" 
original frame with newer backing paper. Original mat, pen signature, and title. 4.0 Grading with good color and in 
clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

29 Maxfield Parrish  
Daybreak 

Original circa 1920 Enchanted print. Est 9.5x6" original print includes original overmat in original 14x11" frame 
with orig. backing paper. "Reinthal & Newman" l/l . 4.0 Grading w/ good color & in clean, unblemished condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

30 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Castle 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign scene with castle ruins by waterside. Original mat 
and pen signature. Est 9x7" original frame with no backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; mat has 
some foxing and other blemishing. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           125.00 

31 Wallace Nutting  
Oak Curves 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior tree-lined lake scene. Massachusetts. Est 
11x14" original frame with no backing paper. Original mat, pen signature, and title. 4.0 Grading with good color 
and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

32 G.B. Fox  
Three Outdoors Prints 

Lot of three circa 1920-30 Garnet B. Fox outdoors prints. 1) At the Close of Day (Man on Tractor). 2) When 
Seconds Count (Moose Hunting). 3) Majestic Mountains (Tall Mountains). All est 6x8", and both 4.0 Gradings with 
good color and in clean and unblemished condition. Note that G.B. Fox was R. Atkinson Fox's nephew. 

$         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 



33 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "Pine Landing" 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Canoe on water's edge scene. MA. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 7x9" original frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and mat in clean, 
blemish-free condition. 

$         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

34 David Davidson  
Mohawk Elk 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Exterior with elk statue scene. Original mat, pen signature & 
title. Est 9x7" frame with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color, and clean, mostly blemish-free mat. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

35 Wallace Nutting  
A Cluster of Zinnias 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Floral Still Life scene. Original mat, pen signature and 
title. Est 16x20" original frame with original backing paper and still retaining its original Copyright Label. 3.5 
Grading with good color and a slightly dirty mat having a light mat stain l/r. 

$       100.00 $         200.00 $           400.00 

36 Fred Thompson  
Thru Autumn Woods 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Exterior country lane scene. Original mat, title and pencil 
signature. Thompson copyright impressed into the image l/r. Est 13x22" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

37 Wallace Nutting  
A Stitch in Time 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttingholme Colonial Interior scene. Framingham 
MA. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 15x13" original frame with older backing paper. 3.5 Grading with 
good color & a slightly cropped but otherwise clean & blemish-free mat. Frame is missing some pieces of veneer. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

38 Wallace Nutting  
Christmas Jelly 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttinghame Colonial Interior scene. Southbury CT. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 16x12" original mahogany frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
lighter color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

39 Wallace Nutting  
The Home Hearth 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Massachusetts. Original mat, 
pen signature and title. Est 19x12" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and a clean 
and blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

40 Bessie Pease Gutmann  
A Call to Arms 

Circa 1915 Bessie Pease Gutmann Twins Child print. Original art print in original est. 13x18" frame with no 
backing paper. Signed l/r and titled l/c. "806 (c) Gutmann and Gutmann NY".  3.5 Grading with good color 
although some foxing on the image. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

41 R Atkinson Fox  
Announcing His Promotion 

Original circa 1915-25 R Atkinson Fox Miscellaneous  print. Est 7x7.5" period frame with newer backing paper. 
Unsigned. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

42 Charles Sawyer  
Oxford Downs 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer B&W photo. Exterior sheep scene. Original mat, title and pencil signature. Est 
18x12" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image detail and clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

43 Wallace Nutting  
Christmas Gifts 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Hazen-Garrison House Colonial Interior scene. 
Haverhill MA. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 15x13" original frame with original backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

44 Wallace Nutting - Untitled 
"Chelsea Pitcher" Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting close framed hand-colored photo. Floral arrangement still life. Pen signed on 
picture l/r which may or may not be original. Est 6x9" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
color and detail, and is in clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

45 William H Chandler 
Landscape Pastel 

Circa 1900 William Henry Chandler (1854-1928) Landscape Pastel. Hillside cottage & trees scene. Chandler is 
often referred to as America's foremost pastel artist. Close-framed in est. 10x20" original ornate oval frame with 
no backing paper. Signed "Chandler" l/r. Matches Lot #10. Good image color and in clean & unblemished 
condition. Frame has some cracking and repaired gilt decoration. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           250.00 

46 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Interiors 

Pair of circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Two women having tea. 4.0 grading with good 
image color and clean mat. 2) Woman at book settle. 3.75 grading with muted photo color and foxing on the mat. 
Both 7x11" original frames with newer backing paper. Original mats and pen signatures. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

47 Wallace Nutting  
A Chair for John 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Concord MA. Original mat, 
pen signature and title. Est 16x13" original frame with original backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good color and a 
slightly dark mat having a long but thin bottom mat stain. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

48 Maxfield Parrish  
Circe's Palace 

Original circa 1908 Enchanted print. Close-framed in est 9x11" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading 
with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

49 Charles Sawyer  
Pair of Exterior Scenes 

Pair of circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photos. 1) "Gates of Yosemite". Original mat, title, and pen 
signature. Est 9x7" frame with newer backing paper and Sawyer Pictures label reaffixed. 3.75 Grading with good 
image color and darker mat with foxing. 2) "Ausable Chasm". Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est. 5x7" 
original frame with original partial backing paper. 4.0 grading with good image color, & a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 



50 Bessie Pease Gutmann  
My Honey 

Circa 1916 Bessie Pease Gutmann African-American Child print. G&G #756. Est 17x14" original art print in period 
frame with newer backing paper. Signed l/l and titled l/c. 3.75 Grading with lighter but good color detail, and mat 
has overall light foxing. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

51 R. Atkinson Fox  
Two Outdoors Prints 

Lot of two circa 1920-30 R. Atkinson Fox outdoors prints. 1) Guardian of the Valley (Tall Mountains). 2) By a 
Waterfall (Waterfalls). Both est 6x8", unsigned, & 4.0 Gradings with good color & in clean, unblemished condition.

$         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

52 Wallace Nutting  
A Bit of Sewing 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttinghame Colonial Interior scene. Southbury. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 14x11" original mahogany frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading 
with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

53 Wallace Nutting  
The Tea Hour 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Wentworth-Gardiner House Colonial Interior scene. 
Portsmouth NH. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 16x13" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and a clean and blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

54 Wallace Nutting  
The Cross Roads in May 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Country road splits by rail fence. Bennington, VT. Original mat 
and pen signature. Est 12x10" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
unblemished mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

55 Wallace Nutting  
NY and CT Beautiful 

Lot of two 2nd Edition Wallace Nutting books including Connecticut Beautiful (1935) and New York Beautiful 
(1935). Both showing normal cover wear. Sold as one lot. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

56 David Davidson  
Close-Framed Snow Scene 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Snow-covered countryside scene. Close framed with original 
pen signature. Est 18x15" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color in clean, blemish-free 
condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

57 Maxfield Parrish - Jason 
and the Talking Oak 

Original circa 1908 Enchanted print. Close-framed in est 9x11" original frame with original backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

58 Wallace Nutting  
Larkspur 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Woman stands in colorful garden. England. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 14x17" frame with newer backing paper. 3.25 Grading with good image color; mat has large 
right and bottom stains and is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

59 Moosilauke Studio - 
Mount Liberty &  
Flume Bridge 

Circa 1900-10 Moosilauke Studio hand-colored photo. Snow scene with covered bridge at base of mountain. 
Franconia Notch, NH. Original overmat, title and pencil studio copyright. Est 17x21" frame with original backing 
paper and original studio label still affixed. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

60 Fred Thompson  
Ye Olde Tyme Rose 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Colonial interior scene with girl by window. Original mat, 
pencil signature, and title. Est 7x15" original frame with orignal backing paper with Thompson backstamp. 4.0 
Grading with good image color and some mat aging lower right but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

61 G.B. Fox  
Two Outdoors Prints 

Lot of two circa 1920-30 Garnet B. Fox outdoors prints. 1) A Strike (Fishermen). 2) Majestic Nature (Waterfalls). 
Both est 6x8", and both 4.0 Gradings with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. Note that G.B. Fox 
was R. Atkinson Fox's nephew. 

$         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

62 Wallace Nutting  
Morning Duties 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Nantucket MA. Original mat, 
pen signature and title. Est 14x11" original frame with original backing paper and retaining an article on Wallace 
Nutting pictures. 3.75 Grading with good color and a slightly dark but otherwise clean and blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

63 Maxfield Parrish  
Morning 

Original circa 1922 Enchanted print. Est 6x9.5" original print includes original overmat in original 14x11" frame 
with original backing paper. "House of Art" l/l . 3.75 Grading with good color and some very light and minor mat 
edge discoloration but otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. Image is totally blemish free. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

64 Wallace Nutting  
Pine Pool 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior scene with trees by water's edge. CT. Original mat, 
title and pen signature. Est 14x17" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a 
clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

65 Wallace Nutting  
The Season of Rejoicing 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior scene with blossom trees. MA. Original mat, title and 
pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

66 Lamson  
The Dressing Table 

Circa 1900-10 Lamson hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Original mat, title and pencil signature. Est 
12x15" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-free linen mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 



67 Wallace Nutting  
Spring Colors 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Stream winds beside blossom trees. Mystic, CT. Original mat 
and pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with newer backing paper. 3.0 Grading with good image color; mat has some 
blemishing but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

68 Wallace Nutting  
Embroidering for Christmas 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Wentworth-Gardiner House Colonial Interior scene. 
Portsmouth NH. Est 17x14" original frame with newer backing paper. Original mat, pen signature, and title. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

69 Wallace Nutting  
A Springfield Lane 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom trees line country road. VT. Original mat, title and 
pen signature. Est 15x12" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color; mat has some minor 
age spots but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

70 Bessie Pease Gutmann  
Sunbeam 

Circa 1924 Bessie Pease Gutmann Child print. G&G #730. Est 18x14" original art print which has been 
overmatted in period frame with newer backing paper. Signed l/r and titled l/c. 4.0 Grading with good color and 
detail and is in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

71 Bessie Pease Gutmann  
Mischief 

Circa 1924 Bessie Pease Gutmann Child print. G&G #729. Est 18x14" original art print in period frame with no 
backing paper. Signed l/r and titled l/c. 3.75 Grading with good color and detail; there is some dirt under glass but 
is otherwise in mostly clean and unblemished condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

72 Wallace Nutting  
The Great Wayside Oak 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior with massive oak tree by stone wall. New England. 
Original mat, pen signature & title. Est 17x14" original frame with new backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good 
image color; mat has a light upper mat stain, but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           125.00 

73 R Atkinson Fox  
DeForest - Curly Locks 

Original circa 1915-25 R Atkinson Child print. This print was issued under the "DeForest" pseudynym. Est 
7.5x10.5" print with newer overmat is framed within 11x14" period frame with newer backing paper. Unsigned but 
titled "Curly Locks" l/r on image. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

74 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "Larkspur" 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting miniature hand-colored photo. Woman stands in colorful garden. England. Original 
mat and pen signature. Est 4x5" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and a slightly dirty 
but otherwise blemish-free mat. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             60.00 

75 Wallace Nutting  
Three Chums 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with cat. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 20x16" mahogany frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color, and other 
than a few age spots the mat is in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           300.00 

76 Wallace Nutting  
Orleans County Road 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Birch trees line country road. Orleans, VT. Original mat, title, 
and pencil signature. Est 15x19" frame with newer backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good color; mat has 
aging/discoloration marks but is otherwise in mostly clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

77 Wallace Nutting  
A Yellow Canopy 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior with birches and country road. NH. Original mat, title, 
and pen signature. Est 11x14" frame with newer backing paper. 3.0 Grading with good color; mat has right stain. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

78 Wallace Nutting  
A Divining Cup 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Concord MA. Original mat, 
pen signature and title. Est 17x13" original frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and a 
clean and blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

79 Maxfield Parrish  
The Dinkey Bird 

Original circa 1905 Enchanted print. Est 11x15" original frame with original backing paper and still retaining its 
original framers label. "MP" l/r . 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

80 George Petty  
Whistling Boy 

Circa 1900-10 George Petty hand-colored photo. Boy with fishing pole. Original mat, title, and pencil signature. 
Est 12x15" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

81 Wallace Nutting  
Embroidering 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Hazen-Garrison House Colonial Interior scene. 
Haverhill MA. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 12x10" original mahogany frame with no backing paper. 
4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

82 Wallace Nutting  
Hawthorn Bridge 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom trees beside stone bridge. Ireland. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 20x14" original frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a 
clean, unblemished mat. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           275.00 

83 Wallace Nutting  
The Quilting Party 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Wentworth Gardner House, 
Portsmouth, NH. Original mat and pen signature. Est 14x16" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
good image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 



84 Adelaide Hiebel  
1933 Advertising Calendar 

Original circa 1933 Adelaide Hiebel advertising calendar with a smiling infant. Titled "Sweet Baby O' Mine" l/c and 
signed on print l/r. Calendar is for Wodren's Ice Cream and Dairy Products. Print is est. 13x10" and overall 
calendar is est. 18.5x16.5" unframed. 1933 is in pencil on the calendar pad cover. Minor edge damage but 
generally in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

85 Wallace Nutting  
A Barre Brook 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior stream scene. MA. Original mat, title & pen signature. 
Est 17x11" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

86 Wallace Nutting  
Twin Sentinels 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Birches by water's edge. York, Maine. Original mat, title and 
pen signature. Est 11x17" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
blemish-free speckled mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

87 Wallace Nutting  
The Joy of Their Hearts 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Wentworth-Gardner House Colonial Interior scene, 
taken in the Southeast Chamber. Portsmouth NH. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 20x16" original frame 
with original backing paper, and still retaining its original Wentworth-Gardenr House paper label. 3.5 Grading with 
normal color having some white image spots and a slightly dirty mat having a stain u/r. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

88 Wallace Nutting  
Lady on Bench Silhouette 

Circa 1927 large format Wallace Nutting Silhouette. Lady sits with parasol on garden bench. Marked @WN lower 
left and EJD lower right. Ernest John Donnelly, one of Wallace Nutting's key employees, was the individual who 
created the original pen & ink drawing of these Silhouettes. Older 7x8" frame with original backing paper and 
original paper label. 4.0 Grading in nice and clean condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             60.00 

89 Wallace Nutting  
Dixville Shadows 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Lake scene with Dixville Notch. NH. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 22x18" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color and a slightly darker 
but otherwise mostly clean mat. The discoloration of dirt on underside of the glass and mat can be cleaned. 

$         40.00 $           75.00 $           150.00 

90 Fred Thompson  
The Minuet 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Unusual Colonial Interior scene with man & piano. Original 
mat, title and pencil signature. Est 17x14" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color 
and a very clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

91 Wallace Nutting - Untitled 
Foreign & Exterior Scenes 

Pair of circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Hollyhock Cottage, England. 3.75 grading with 
good image color but has speckled mat. 2) Trees by rippling stream. 4.0 grading with clean mat and good photo 
color. Both 7x9" original frames with newer backing paper. Original mats and pen signatures. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

92 G.B. Fox  
Two Animal Prints 

Lot of two circa 1920-30 Garnet B. Fox animal prints. 1) Covered Bridge (Cows). 2) So Sweet the Dreams (Dog). 
Both est 6x8", and both 4.0 Gradings with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. Note that G.B. Fox 
was R. Atkinson Fox's nephew. 

$         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

93 Wallace Nutting  
The Charles in October 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior tree-lined stream scene. Massachusetts. Est 
15x12" original frame with newer backing paper. Original mat, pencil signature, and title. 4.0 Grading with good 
color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

94 Harris - Fountain of Youth, 
St. Augustine, Florida 

Circa 1910-20 Harris hand-colored photo. Stone courtyard with green ferns. Florida. Original mat, title and pencil 
signature. Est 10x8" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; linen mat has minor 
aging discoloration but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

95 Chas. R. Higgins  
Untitled Boy With  
Fishing Pole 

Circa 1900-10 Charles Higgins hand-colored photo. Boy walks down country road with fishing gear. Original mat 
and pencil signature. Est 11x14" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat is slightly 
darker but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

96 R. Atkinson Fox - The 
Snow-Capped Mountains 

Circa 1920-30 R. Atkinson Fox outdoors prints. Outdoors mountains and stream scene. Large format est.  18x22", 
unsigned, and 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

97 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Interiors 

Pair of circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Colonial interior scenes. 4x5.5" original frames with 
newer backing paper. Original mats and pen signatures. 4.0 gradings with clean mats and good photo color. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

98 Wallace Nutting  
A Little River 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rocky stream runs along roadside. NH. Original mat, title, and 
pen signature. Est 20x16" frame with original backing paper, and original copyright label still affixed. 3.75 Grading 
with good image color; mat has edge stains upper right and bottom. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

99 Charles Sawyer  
Pair of Exterior Scenes 

Pair of circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photos. 1) "Old Winchester Bridge". Original mat, title, and 
pen signature. Est 5x4" frame with original backing paper and Sawyer Pictures backstamp. 2) "Lake George". 
Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est. 7x5" original frame with original backing paper and Sawyer Pictures 
backstamp. Both are 3.75 grading with good image color, and some minor mat blemishing. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 



100 Wallace Nutting  
Vesuvius from  
Sorrento Road 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Extremely rare Italian scene with rocky seaside road 
overlooking distant Mt. Vesuvius. Original mat, pencil signature and title. Est 15x10" original frame with no 
backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good color and a slightly darker mat having some mat-edge white discoloration 
but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$       100.00 $         300.00 $           600.00 

101 Wallace Nutting - Virginia 
Beautiful - 1st Edition 

Wallace Nutting Maine Beautiful, 1st Edition, 1924. Excellent condition. $         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

102 Fred Thompson  
Apple Blossom Time 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Country lane scene. Original mat, title and pencil signature. 
Est 22x14" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

103 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "The Turf Path" 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Green path winds through colorful garden. Washington. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 16x13" original frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

104 Lamson  
Three Untitled Exteriors 

Lot of three original circa 1900 Lamson hand-colored untitled Exterior scenes. All est. 4x8" lake and country road 
scenes. 3.75-4.0 gradings, with original pencil signatures, one has small mat stain, otherwise in clean and 
unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

105 Nutting & Thompson  
Exterior & Interior Scenes 

Pair of circa 1915-25 hand-colored photos. 1) Wallace Nutting - Untitled Exterior. Original mat and pen signature. 
Est. 5x7" original frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has minor stain l/r but 
is otherwise in clean condition. 2) Fred Thompson - Untitled Interior. Original mat and stamped signature. Est 7x5" 
frame with no backing paper and TACO label has been reaffixed. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

106 Wallace Nutting  
Chintz and Chat 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Saugus Iron Works. Unusual title with 
two woman in front of large fireplace. Original mat and pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with no backing paper. 
3.75 Grading with average image color and a mostly clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

107 Wallace Nutting  
MA Beautiful - 1st Ed - DJ 

Wallace Nutting Massachusetts Beautiful, 1st Edition with Dust Jacket, 1924. Less-than-normal cover wear. $         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

108 Wallace Nutting  
Miniature Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colorful Floral Still Life scene. Original signature l/r. Close-
framed in 4x5" frame with newer backing paper and copyright label reaffixed. 2.0 Grading with good color, but has 
image damage. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

109 William H Chandler  
Landscape Pastel 

Circa 1900 William Henry Chandler (1854-1928) Landscape Pastel. Evening golden sunset scene. Chandler is 
often referred to as America's foremost pastel artist. Close-framed in est. 26x14" in newer frame with newer 
backing paper. Faint "Chandler" signature l/r. Good image color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

110 Wallace Nutting  
A Rhode Island Coast 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer Rhode Island seascape with calm water along rocky 
shoreline. Original mat and pen signature. Est 19x11" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$       100.00 $         200.00 $           350.00 

111 David Davidson  
Juliet Escaping 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Woman on porch of stately home scene. Original mat, pen 
signature & title. Est 5x7" period frame with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and a blemish-free 
mat. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             60.00 

112 Wallace Nutting  
A World in Tune 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Picket fence beneath blossom trees. Original mat, title, and 
pen signature. Est 13x16" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color & a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

113 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Miniature Exteriors 

Lot of two original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both New England miniature Exterior 
scenes. Both with original mat and pen signature. Est 5x4" original matching frames with original backing paper. 
Both 4.0 Gradings with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

114 Wallace Nutting  
Preparing an "At Home" 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Webb House Colonial Interior scene. Wethersfield 
CT. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 17x11" original mahogany frame with some original C8backing 
paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and, aside from some minor dirt u/l in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

115 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Sunday Afternoon 
in the Old Home 

Circa 1903-06 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare man Colonial Interior scene. Probably late Providence, 
RI or early Southbury, CT. Original linen mat with no signature. Est 13x15" frame with original backing paper. 2.75 
Grading with good image color however picture has minor flaking along left side. The mat has some age spots but 
is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           175.00 



116 Wallace Nutting  
Spring in the Dell 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior with blossom trees and stream. CT. Original mat, 
title, and pen signature. Est 12x10" frame with original backing paper and original copyright label. 4.0 Grading with 
good color and although mat is slightly dark, it is in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

117 Wallace Nutting  
Orchard Heights 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom trees and stone wall line country road. MA. Original 
mat and pen signature. Est 12x10" newer frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color 
and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

118 Wallace Nutting  
An Afternoon Tea 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Original mat and pencil signature. Est 
22x18" gold frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color; and other than a few very minor 
foxing marks, the large mat is in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

119 Fred Thompson  
Spring Brook 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Exterior with shallow, rocky stream. New England. Original 
linen mat with pencil signature and title. Est 18x22" original frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good 
image color; mat has very small left side nick but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

120 Wallace Nutting  
An Old Time Gallant 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer man and woman on porch steps. CT. Original mat, title, 
and pencil signature. Est 13x16" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color; image has a 
scratch and mat has some minor aging but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$       100.00 $         200.00 $           400.00 

121 Wallace Nutting  
Twin Elms 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Elm trees by stone wall in country meadow. Rhode Island. 
Original mat and pencil signature. Est 17x11" frame with no backing paper. 3.0 Grading with good image color; 
mat has some aging and has what appears to be a leftover glue strip along the top. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

122 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Exteriors 

Pair of circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Untitled "Natural Bridge". Est. 4x5" frame with 
newer backing paper. 2) Untitled "Anne Hathaway's Cottage". Est. 5x4" frame with original backing paper. Both 
have original mats with pen signatures. 4.0 gradings with good image color and clean, unblemished mats. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

123 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Exteriors 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Exterior country lane scenes. Original mats and pen 
signatures. Est 7x9" original frames with newer backing paper. 4.0 & 3.5 Gradings. Both have good image color, 
however one has bottom edge stain and is otherwise in clean condition; and the other mat is in clean, blemish-
free condition. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

124 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Exteriors 

Pair of circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Birch trees by country road. 2) Tall trees by calm 
stream. 6.5x8" original frames with original backing paper. Original mats and pen signatures. 4.0 gradings with 
clean mats and good photo color. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

125 Wallace Nutting  
In Worden 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare men and children along canal street. Holland. Original 
mat and pen signature. Est 10x15" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color and mat 
foxing but otherwise in clean condition. 

$       100.00 $         200.00 $           375.00 

126 Harris  
Mt. Lake Sanctuary & 
Singing Tower 

Circa 1900-10 Harris hand-colored photo. Exterior with singing tower & flamingos. Florida. Original title and pen 
copyright signature. Est 8x18" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and detail, and 
in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

127 Wallace Nutting  
Comfort and a Cat 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttinghame Colonial Interior scene with Cat. 
Southbury CT. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 17x14" original mahogany frame with no backing paper. 
4.0 Grading with lighter color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

128 Wallace Nutting  
Where Grandma Was Wed 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Old home stands off country road. Woodbury, CT. Original 
mat, title and pen signature. Est 22x15" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat 
has overall foxing and a minor stain l/r but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

129 Wallace Nutting - Clock 
Book & England Beautiful 

Lot of two 2nd Edition Wallace Nutting books including The Clock Book (1935) and England Beautiful (1935). Both 
showing normal cover wear. Sold as one lot. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

130 Wallace Nutting  
Meadow Medley 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer colorful garden scene with wooden bridge. NJ. Original 
mat, title, and pen signature. Est 10x8" frame with newer backing paper. 3.25 Grading with good color; mat has l/r 
stain and some dirt but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

131 Wallace Nutting  
October on the River 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Stream winds through fall-colored trees. St. Johnsbury, VT. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 22x18" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat 
has some minor aging but otherwise is in clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 



132 Wallace Nutting  
Soft Evening Lights 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Serene pond and meadow scene. Vermont. Original mat and 
pencil signature. Est 16x13" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
unblemished mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

133 Wallace Nutting  
The Goose Chase Quilt 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. MA. Original mat and pen signature. 
Est 17x11" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

134 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Exteriors 

Pair of circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Birch trees by country road. 2) Stone bridge over 
calm stream. 6.5x8" original frames with newer backing paper. Original mats and pen signatures. 4.0 gradings 
with clean mats and good photo color. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

135 Wallace Nutting  
Watersmeet 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior scene with shallow rocky stream. CT. Original mat, 
title and pen signature. Est 18x16" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a 
clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

136 Wallace Nutting  
Happy Valley Road 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Country road and blossom tree scene. Berkshires, MA. 
Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 16x10" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

137 Wallace Nutting  
A Warm Spring Day 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Sheep graze near waterside. RI. Original mat, title, and pen 
signature. Est 18x12" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-
free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

138 Wallace Nutting - Untitled 
"Mexican Zinnias" Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colorful Floral Still Life scene. Original mat with pen 
signature. Est. 6.5x8" original frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has some 
aging and a minor bottom stain. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

139 Wallace Nutting - A 
Corner of the Harvest Field 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual exterior with cornstalks and pumpkins by waterside. 
Original mat, title, and pencil signature. Est 10x12" frame with no backing paper. 2.5 Grading with stains on image 
and a mat that has been cut down. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

140 Wallace Nutting  
Bossington Street 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Road runs between thatched-roofed cottages. England. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with somewhat 
imprecise image color and the mat is in very clean, unblemished condition. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

141 Wallace Nutting  
A Double Drawing Room 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttingholme Colonial Interior scene. Framingham 
MA. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 16x10" original mahogany frame with older backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

142 Wallace Nutting  
A Warm Spring Day 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Grazing lakeside Sheep scene. Rhode Island. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 22x15" original  mahogany frame with original backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and some minor dirt under glass but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

143 Wallace Nutting  
New Hampshire Beautiful 

Wallace Nutting New Hampshire Beautiful, 1st Edition with dust jacket, 1924. Less-than-normal cover wear. 
Ripped but intact dust jacket paper. 

$         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

144 Wallace Nutting  
The 17th Century 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Original mat, title, and pen signature. 
Est 14x11" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat is slightly darker but is 
otherwise in mostly clean condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

145 Wallace Nutting  
Miniature Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colorful Floral Still Life scene. Close-framed in 4x5" original 
frame with ripped backing paper. Copyright WN lower left and signed lower right. 4.0 Grading with good color and 
in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

146 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Seascape 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Seascape with rocky shoreline. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 11x7" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and in clean and 
blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

147 Wallace Nutting  
Sea Ledges 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. New England Seascape scene. Massachusetts. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 14x11" period mahogany frame with older backing paper. 3.5 Grading 
with good color and a slightly cropped mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

148 Wallace Nutting  
A Nova Scotia Idyl 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign blossoms and country lane scene. Canada. 
Est 14x11" original frame with newer backing paper and still retaining its preserved original Copyright Label. 
Original mat, pen signature, and title. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 



149 Wallace Nutting  
Connecticut Blossoms 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Calm stream scene. CT. Original mat, title and pen signature. 
Est 20 x11" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

150 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Sunday Afternoon 
in the Old Home 

Circa 1903-06 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer man Colonial Interior scene. Probably late Providence, 
RI or early Southbury, CT. Original linen mat with no signature. Est 14x17" frame with no backing paper. 2.75 
Grading with good image color with a tiny portion of l/r corner of the image missing. Mat is in clean, unblemished 
condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

151 Bessie Pease Gutmann  
Awakening 

Circa 1916 Bessie Pease Gutmann Child print. G&G #664. Est 17x14" original art print in period frame w/ original 
backing paper. Signed l/l and titled l/c. 4.0 Grading with good detail and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

152 Wallace Nutting  
The Work Basket 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttinghame Colonial Interior scene. Southbury CT. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 14x11" original mahogany frame with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading 
with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           150.00 

153 Wallace Nutting  
Coming Out of Rosa 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Little Rosa and mother under rose-covered trellis. MA. 
Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 16x13" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color 
and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

154 Wallace Nutting  
Into the Birchwood 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior tree-lined country road scene. New 
Hampshire. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 22x18" original frame with older backing paper and still 
retaining its preserved Copyright Label. 3.75 Grading with good color and some lighter mat edge staining but 
otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

155 Wallace Nutting  
Langdon Door 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Stately home doorway. NH. Original mat, title, and pen 
signature. Est 9x11" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat is slightly cropped 
but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

156 George Keep  
Portland Head Light 

Original circa 1905-10 George C. Keep hand-colored photo. Seascape lighthouse scene. Portland ME. Close-
framed in est. 10x8" original mahogany frame with newer backing paper, and still retaining its original Geo. Keep 
paper label. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

157 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Exteriors 

Pair of circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Pink blossom tree by stream. 2) Tall tree by river. 
7x9" original frames with newer backing paper. Both have original mats and pen signatures. Both are 4.0 grading 
with clean mats and good photo color. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

158 R Atkinson Fox  
Enchanted Steps 

Circa 1920-30 R Atkinson Fox Garden print. Est 16x20" original art print in original frame with newer backing 
paper. "R Atkinson Fox" signature l/r with "@The Master Art Publishers" l/l. 4.0 Grading with good color and in 
clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

159 Wallace Nutting  
Autumn Grotto 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior tree-lined stream scene. Connecticut. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 20x16" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color 
and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

160 Wallace Nutting  
Spring in the Dell 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior stream scene. CT. Original mat, title & pen signature. 
Est 16x14" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

161 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Exterior Scene 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom trees line country road. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 13x11" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and in clean, 
blemish-free condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

162 Wallace Nutting  
Early June Brides 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior blossom-lined country road scene. 
Massachusetts. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 22x13" original frame with no backing paper. 3.75 
Grading with good color and a slightly dark mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. Frame does 
have some damage. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

163 Wallace Nutting  
A Garden of Larkspur 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Path leads through colorful garden to cottage. England. 
Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 11x13" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

164 Wallace Nutting  
Lake Bank Birches 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Birches line steep bank by water. VT. Original mat, title and 
pen signature. Est 18x16" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat is slightly 
darker but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 



165 Wallace Nutting  
Evangeline Lane 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign scene with blossoms and distant lake. Canada. 
Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 14x17" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image 
color; mat has some minor edge stains but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           150.00 

166 David Davidson  
The Porch Beautiful 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Woman at stately doorway scene. Original mat, pen signature 
& title. Est 9x15" period frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color; mat has upper right and 
upper left stains but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

167 F.J. Haynes  
Untitled Yellowstone Park 

Circa 1900-10 F. J. Haynes hand-colored photo. Steaming hot springs scene. Wyoming. Original overmat and 
impressed signature. Est 16x14" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color; linen mat has 
minor white spots but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

168 Wallace Nutting  
A Mother of the Revolution 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. New England. Original mat, 
pencil signature and title. Est 17x14" period frame with older backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color and a 
slightly dark mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           150.00 

169 Wallace Nutting  
A Chair for John 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Concord MA. Original mat, 
pen signature and title. Est 17x14" original mahogany frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color 
and a minor mat stain l/r but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

170 Wallace Nutting  
A Berkshire Brook 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom trees line rocky stream. MA. Original mat, title and 
pen signature. Est 23x16" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has some 
blemishing but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

171 David Davidson  
The Lambs May Feast 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Sheep graze in lakeside meadow. Original mat, pen signature 
& title. Est 13x16" period frame w/ newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color & a clean, blemish-free mat.

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

172 Wallace Nutting  
Foot Bridge by the Ford 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign tree-lined stream and stone bridge scene. 
England. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 20x16" original frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading 
with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

173 Wallace Nutting  
Sunshine and Music 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttingholme Colonial Interior scene. Framingham 
MA. Est 14x8" original frame with newer backing paper. Original mat, pencil signature, and title. 3.75 Grading with 
good color and a slightly cropped mat but otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

174 Wallace Nutting  
Water Tracery 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior tree-lined stream scene. Vermont. Original 
mat, pen signature and title. Est 17x13" original frame with older backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color and 
a minor mat edge stain but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

175 Wallace Nutting  
Tiger Lilies and Elder 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual close-up of colorful garden. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 13x16" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has minor bottom 
stain but is otherwise in clean, unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

176 Wallace Nutting  
Midsummer Vale 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Stream and distant mountains. Ireland. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 22x18" frame with no backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; mat has right tear and dirt 
mark left but otherwise is in mostly clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

177 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "Monument 
Between Blossoms" 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Washington DC. Original mat and pen signature. Est 8x6" 
frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has minor foxing but is othewise in clean 
condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

178 Wallace Nutting 
Biography - Author Signed 

Wallace Nutting Biography. 1st edition, 1936, with original dust jacket. Personally autographed by Wallace 
Nutting. Dust jacket has some damage and there is some rippling on the cover. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

179 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Exteriors 

Pair of circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Untitled "Pine Landing" with canoe. 7x9". 2) 
Country lane and house. 12x8". Both have original frames with original backing paper. Original mats and pen 
signatures. 4.0 gradings with clean, unblemished mats and good photo color. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

180 Wallace Nutting  
The Errand 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer scene of young girl at open gate under rose-covered 
trellis. CA. Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 13x17" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$       150.00 $         300.00 $           600.00 

181 Wallace Nutting  
A Hidden Cove 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Birch trees by waterside. Original mat, title and pen signature. 
Est 11x13" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 



182 Wallace Nutting  
A Daisy Shore 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior tree-lined lake with lone cottage scene. 
Maine. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 20x16" original frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading 
with good color and some minor mat foxing l/l but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

183 Wallace Nutting  
Maiden Reveries 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttinghame Colonial Interior scene. Southbury CT. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 17x14" period frame with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

184 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Sheep Scene 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Untitled and unsigned sheep picture with early partially 
readable Nutting copyright lower left on image. Est 21x17" frame with no backing paper. 3.5 Grading with light 
image color; mat has darkened and has foxing. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

185 Wallace Nutting  
Sylvan Dell 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Fall-colored trees by stream. Broad Brook, CT. Original mat, 
title and pen signature. Est 12x21" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a 
clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

186 Wallace Nutting  
Bonny Dale 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Stream runs through green meadow. County Derry, Ireland. 
Original mat, title and pen signature. Est 18x22" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color; mat has some minor age spots but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

187 Fred Thompson  
Untitled Sheep 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson miniature hand-colored photo. Sheep graze under blossom trees. New England. 
Original linen mat and stamped signature. Est 5x4" original frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
good image color and a light mat discoloration near the signature but otherwise in clean & blemish-free condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

188 Ethel Wight  
Gulls Along the Shore 

Circa 1900-10 Ethel Wight hand-colored photo. Seagulls flock along seashore. Original mat, title, and pencil 
signature. Est 12x10" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-
free mat. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

189 Wallace Nutting  
Lined with Petals 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom trees line country road. Berkshires, MA. Original 
mat, title and pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with newer backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; mat 
has been cut down but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

190 Wallace Nutting  
April in the Sheep Pasture 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer sheep on hillside pasture. Rhode Island. Original mat 
and pencil signature. Est 20x8.5"  frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color and 
clean, unblemished mat. Mat has been cut down. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

191 Wallace Nutting  
Honeymoon Cottage 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Country road runs by blossom trees and distant house. MA. 
Original mat, title and pen signature. Est 13 x11" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

192 Wallace Nutting  
Daisy Crest 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Hillside daisies scene. Original mat, title, and pen signature. 
Est 14x17" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with average image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

193 Wallace Nutting  
Slack Water 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. "Slack Water" large format Exterior scene. CT. Pen-
signed l/r on image. Close-framed in est 40x20" original frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

194 Wallace Nutting  
Flower Bowers 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior blossoms and country road scene. 
Connecticut. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 17x13" original frame with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading 
with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

195 Wallace Nutting  
A Placid Reach 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Tree-lined calm stream. Original mat, title and pen signature. 
Est 14x12" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat is slightly darker but is 
otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

196 Wallace Nutting  
At Dixville 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Dixville Notch valley & lake. NH. Original mat, title & pen 
signature. Est 18x15" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading w/ good image color & a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

197 Wallace Nutting  
Preparing an "At Home" 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Webb House Colonial Interior scene. Wethersfield 
CT. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 17x11" original mahogany frame with some original C8backing 
paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

198 Wallace Nutting - The 
Smoke of Evening Fires 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Thatched roofed cottages along roadside. England. Original 
mat, title, and Wallace Nutting's pen signature. Est 16x10" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with 
good color and some mat wear but otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 



199 Wallace Nutting  
Hollyhock Cottage 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign thatch-roofed cottage scene. England. Pen-
signed on image l/r. Close-framed in est 20x16" original frame with original backing paper and still retaining its 
original Copyright Label. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

200 Wallace Nutting  
Little Washerwomen Amalfi 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Children wash clothes in outdoor sink. Amalfi, Italy. Original 
mat, title, and pen signature. Est 16x13" frame with original partial backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$       150.00 $         300.00 $           600.00 

201 Wallace Nutting  
Pine Landing 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior lakeside pine tree scene. Massachusetts. 
Original mat, pencil signature and title. Est 14x17" original ornate frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

202 David Davidson  
Pair of Davidson Exteriors 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photos lot. 1) The Sunbeam's Lyre. Exterior country road scene. 2) 
The Canoe Landing. Small dock on water scene. Original mats, pen signatures & titles. Both in matching free-
standing gold frames, est 5x7" with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color & clean, blemish-free mats. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

203 Standley - The Narrows, 
Manitou Colorado 

Circa 1910-20 Standley hand-colored photo. Road passes through deep canyon in Rocky Mountains. Original 
mat, title, and pencil signature. Est 6x11" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color 
and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

204 Fred Thompson  
Milady Fair 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with woman on staircase. Original mat, 
pencil signature, and title. Impressed FT copyright on picture l/l. Est 11x17" original frame with newer backing 
paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color and some very light mat discoloration but otherwise in clean and 
blemish-free condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

205 Wallace Nutting  
Larkspur 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colorful cottage garden with woman. Original mat, title, and 
pen signature. Est 14x16" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
blemish-free mat. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

206 Wallace Nutting  
Tres Agreeable 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual Broadhearth Colonial Interior scene. Saugus 
MA. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 16x12" original frame with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
good color and a clean and blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

207 Wallace Nutting  
Deliberation 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Cutler-Bartlett House Colonial Interior scene. 
Newburyport PA. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 16x13" original frame with older backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

208 Wallace Nutting  
Japan in Dixie 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare waterside scene with unusual palm tree. Florida. 
Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 13x15" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image 
color; mat has minor foxing and some glue stains along upper edge of photo, but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

209 Fred Thompson  
Fireside Dreams 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Original mat, title and pencil 
signature. Copyright T.A.C.O impressed into image l/l. Est 14x11" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with 
good image color; mat has minor white spots but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

210 Wallace Nutting  
Half Hidden 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare title with thatched-roof homes by country road. France. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 14x11" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with average image 
color and mat is in clean, unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

210A Wallace Nutting  
Close Framed 
"A Canopied Road" 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Large format exterior scene "A Canopied Road" with large 
foreground blossom tree by stone wall and country road. Berkshires, MA. Close-framed with original pen 
signature, original backing paper, and original copyright label still affixed. 4.0 Grading with good color and in 
clean, unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

211 Wallace Nutting  
Fireside Fancies 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with cat. Original mat, title, and pen 
signature. Est 14x11" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has light upper 
right and bottom right edge stains but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         60.00 $         130.00 $           250.00 

212 Wallace Nutting  
As It Was in 1700 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Massachusetts. Original mat and pen signature. Est 17x14" 
mahogany frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

213 Standley - Longs Peak and 
Bear Lake, Colorado 

Circa 1910-20 Standley hand-colored photo. Lake and snow-covered Rocky Mountains scene. Original mat, title, 
and pencil signature. Est 6x11" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
blemish-free mat. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 



214 Wallace Nutting - Two 
Untitled Cottage Scenes 

Lot of two original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored untitled English cottage scenes. 1) 7x9" Hollyhock 
Cottage. 2) 8x10" All Sunshine. Both in 4.0 gradings, with original mats and signatures, in clean and unblemished 
condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

215 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "Tiger Lilies" Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colorful Floral Still Life scene. Close-framed in 10x14" original 
frame with no backing paper. Marked W.N. lower right. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished 
condition. 

$       100.00 $         250.00 $           500.00 

216 Wallace Nutting  
A Sheltered Road 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Country road beside birch trees. VT. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 12x20" newer frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
unblemished mat. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

217 Wallace Nutting  
The Nest 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Thatched-roof cottage on country road. England. Original 
mat, title, and pen signature. Est 15x13" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a 
clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

218 Wallace Nutting  
The Flower Missionary 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Misc. Unusual scene with woman on porch. Nantucket, MA. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 11x14" frame with no backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; mat 
has light upper edge stains and has been cropped but is otherwise in mostly clean condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

219 Wallace Nutting  
Gathering a Bouquet 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual title with woman on porch. Nantucket, MA. Original 
mat and pencil signature. Est 8x13" frame with original backing paper. 3.0 Grading with good image color; mat is 
darkened with some glue stains. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

220 Wallace Nutting  
Comfort and the Cat 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with cat. Southbury, CT. Original mat 
and pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color, and minor 
foxing on the mat but is otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           275.00 

221 Wallace Nutting - Untitled 
"Litchfield Minster" 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. England. Original mat and pen signature. Est 5x7" mahogany 
frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and clean mat. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

222 Wallace Nutting  
The Old Red House 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual title with house by country road. Possibly VT. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 14x17" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image 
color; mat has some foxing and discoloration but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

223 Wallace Nutting  
Summer Wind 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior rippling treelined pond scene. Taken outside 
of Nuttinghame in Southbury CT. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 13x16" original frame with no backing 
paper. 3.75 Grading with good color and a slightly dark mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

224 Fred Thompson - Setting 
Grandfather's Clock 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. New England. Original mat, pencil 
signature and title. Est 11x14" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with average image color, and 
other than minor aging the mat is in clean condition. Frame has some veneer chipping. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

225 Wallace Nutting  
Honeymoon Windings 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom trees and stone wall line country road. MA. Original 
mat, title and pen signature. Est 18x12" frame with no backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; mat has 
large right edge stain but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           125.00 

226 J. Bert Barton  
Mt. Rainier, Paradise Valley 

Circa 1910-20 J. Bert Barton, Seattle hand-colored photo. Snow-covered Mt. Rainier scene. Original mat, title, 
and pencil signature. Est 13x10" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a 
clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

227 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Interiors 

Pair of circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Lady braiding a rag rug. 9x7" original frame with 
original backing paper. 4.0 grading with clean mat and good photo color. 2) Lady checking reflection in hall mirror. 
7x9" original frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 grading with good photo color, but mat has some foxing. Both 
pictures have original mats and pen signatures. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

228 Wallace Nutting  
Almost Ready 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Connecticut. Original mat, 
pencil signature and title. Est 11x14" original mahogany frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good 
color and a slightly cropped mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

229 Wallace Nutting  
Brook Grasses 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior river bank scene. Mass. Original mat, title, and pen 
signature. Est 13x11" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading w/ good image color & a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 



230 Bessie Pease Gutmann  
In Disgrace 

Circa 1916 Bessie Pease Gutmann Child print. G&G #792. Est 13x16" original art print in period frame with newer 
backing paper. Signed l/l and titled l/c. 2.75 Grading with good color, however there is a picture puncture top left 
and the edging is somewhat blemished. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

231 Fred Thompson  
Rock Bound Coast 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Surf crashes over large rocks. New England. Original linen 
mat and pencil signature. Est 16x13" older frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with darker image tone 
and a clean and blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

232 David Davidson - Untitled 
"Christmas Day" 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Close framed snow scene with original pen signature. Est 
12x10" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good clarity and color lightly applied. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

233 Chas. R. Higgins  
A Woodland Path in Winter 

Circa 1900-10 Charles Higgins hand-colored photo. Snow-covered woodland scene. Original mat, pencil title, and 
painted signature. Est 9x11" frame with original backing paper, and original Higgins Studio label still affixed. 3.75 
Grading with good image color; darker mat has some aging but is otherwise in mainly clean condition. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

234 Standley - Pikes Peak from 
near Colorodo Springs 

Circa 1910-20 Standley hand-colored photo. Distant snow-covered Rocky Mountains. Original mat, title, and 
pencil signature. Est 13x16" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

235 Standley - Pikes Peak from 
Woodland Park, Colorado 

Circa 1910-20 Standley hand-colored photo. Probably the nicest Standley we've ever seen. Snow-covered Rocky 
Mountains eclipses green forest. Close framed with original pencil signature. Est 18x22" frame with original 
backing paper and Standley Studio label still affixed, and this is the first Standley label we've ever seen also. 4.0 
Grading with good image color and in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

236 Wallace Nutting  
A Barre Brook 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Tree-line calm stream. MA. Original mat, title and pen 
signature. Est 17x15" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has l/r edge 
stain but is otherwise in mostly clean condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

237 Wallace Nutting  
The Capture of a Red Coat 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare scene with Man in Revolutionary War attire. 
Vermont. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 10x12" original frame with older backing paper. 3.75 Grading 
with good color and a slightly dark mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

238 Wallace Nutting  
A Meadow Wedding 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior blossoms and stream scene. Massachusetts. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 16x13" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color 
and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

239 Wallace Nutting  
On the Quinnebaug 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior tree-lined river scene. Connecticut. Original 
mat, pen signature and title. Est 20x16" original frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color and a 
slightly dark mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition, aside from a bug under the glass. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

240 Wallace Nutting  
Four O'Clock 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare cows close up on hillside meadow. Vermont. Original 
mat and pencil signature. Est 14x17" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat is 
slightly darker and has minor foxing but is in otherwise clean condition. 

$       100.00 $         250.00 $           500.00 

241 Charles Sawyer  
Mount Katahdin 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Birch trees and lake with distant Mount Katahdin. Maine. 
Original mat, pen signature, and title. Est 9x7" original frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
excellent image color and the mat in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

242 Wallace Nutting  
PA and VT Beautiful 

Lot of two Wallace Nutting books including 1st Edition, Vermont Beautiful (1922) and 2nd Edition, Pennsylvania 
Beautiful (1935). The PA Beautiful has been personally signed by Wallace Nutting himself. Both showing normal 
cover wear. Sold as one lot. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

243 David Davidson  
The Favorite Spot 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Rare foreground cows stand in and along stream. Original 
mat, pen signature & title. Est 15x10" period frame with no backing paper. 3.0 Grading with good color; mat has 
large right side stain. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

244 H. Marshall Gardiner  
Bermuda 

Circa 1920 H. Marshall Gardiner hand-colored photo. Road runs between stone wall and blue water. Bermuda. 
Original mat, title, and pencil signature. Est 19x15" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color 
and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           150.00 

245 Charles Sawyer  
Enfield Glen 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Unusual gorge scene with waterfall and stone steps. CT. 
Original mat, title and pen signature. Est 13x16" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color 
and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 



246 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Miniature Exteriors 

Lot of two original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both New England miniature Exterior 
scenes. Both with original mat and pen signature. Est 5x4" original matching frames with original backing paper. 
Both 4.0 Gradings with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

247 Wallace Nutting  
Honeymoon Windings 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior with blossom trees and stone wall. MA. Original mat, 
title, and pen signature. Est 20x13" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and mat is in clean, 
blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           75.00 $           150.00 

248 Standley  
Aspens, Colorado 

Circa 1910-20 Standley hand-colored photo. Fall scene in Rocky Mountains. Original mat, title, and pencil 
signature. Est 13x15" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-
free linen mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

249 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Interior Scene 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Original mat and pen signature. Est 
5x7" original frame with partial original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and in clean and 
blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

250 Wallace Nutting  
Water Paths of Venice 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Very rare men guiding gondolas along canal. Venice, Italy. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 10x14" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with very good image 
color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         75.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

251 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Exteriors 

Pair of circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Birch trees with distant houses. Est. 5x7" frame 
with original backing paper. 2) Fall colored trees by stream. Est. 7x5" frame with no backing paper. Both have 
original mats with pen signatures. 3.75 gradings with good image color and clean, mostly unblemished mats. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

252 Wallace Nutting  
Home Lane 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom tree beside rail fence and country road. Connecticut. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 17x13" original frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

253 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Child Interior 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer interior with young girl. Original mat and pen signature. 
Est 9x7" frame with older backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color; mat has lower mat discoloration but is 
otherwise in clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

254 Standley - The Narrows, 
Williams Canon, Manitou 
Colorado 

Circa 1910-20 Standley hand-colored photo. Road passes through deep canyon in Rocky Mountains. Original 
mat, title, and pencil signature. Est 12x15" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and 
other than some dirt under glass a clean, blemish-free darker linen mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

255 Wallace Nutting  
Miniature Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colorful Floral Still Life scene. Close-framed in 4x5" original 
frame with new/newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

256 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "Pine Landing" 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior with boat pulled along the shore. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 6x8" mahogany frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and 
mostly clean mat with very minor foxing. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

257 Charles Sawyer - Main 
Street Norridgewock 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer B&W photo. Small town street scene with gazebo. Original mat, pencil signature, 
and title. Est 13x10" original frame with no backing paper. 3.5 Grading with mat stains upper right. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

258 Wallace Nutting  
Cruise of the 800 

The Cruise of the Eight Hundred To and through Palestine. Although not authored by Wallace Nutting, this book 
contains assorted pictures taken by Nutting on his 1904 cruise to the holy Land. Spine is a little weak but 
otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

259 Standley - Pikes Peak and 
Gateway Garden of the 
Gods, Colorado 

Circa 1910-20 Standley hand-colored photo. Rocky Mountains western scene. Original mat, title, and pencil 
signature. Est 15x12" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
blemish-free darker linen mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

260 Wallace Nutting  
Orchard Shadows 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Country road runs through blossom trees. MA. Original mat, 
title and pen signature. Est 16x14" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a 
clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

261 Wallace Nutting  
Lot of Two Silhouettes 

Lot of two circa 1927 small format Wallace Nutting Silhouettes. 1) Lady looks at flower. 2) Lady holds dove. Ernest 
John Donnelly, one of Wallace Nutting's key employees, was the individual who created the original pen & ink 
drawing of these Silhouettes. Both newer 4x4.5" original frames with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading in nice 
and clean condition. Sold as one lot. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 



262 Standley  
Pikes Peak from Black 
Forest Road, Colorado 

Circa 1910-20 Standley hand-colored photo. Snow-covered Rocky Mountains scene. Original mat, title, and pencil 
signature. Est 14x8" frame with original backing paper. 3.25 Grading with good image color; darker linen mat with 
some blemishing has been cut down. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

263 Wallace Nutting - Virginia 
Beautiful - 2nd Edition - DJ 

Wallace Nutting Virginia Beautiful, 2nd Edition with Dust Jacket, 1930. Less-than-normal cover wear. $         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

264 Wallace Nutting  
House Top and Hill Top 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual title with houses at top of lush hillside. VT. Original 
mat and pencil signature. Est 15x9" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a mostly 
clean, unblemished mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

265 Wallace Nutting  
Sailing Among Windmills 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Sailboats on canal with distant windmills. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 16x12" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
unblemished mat. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           250.00 

266 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Garden Scene 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Grass path runs through colorful garden. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 8x6.5" gold frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and mostly 
clean mat with very minor bottom light marks. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

267 Wallace Nutting  
Nova Scotia Parade 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom trees partially cover house. Canada. Original mat, 
title, and pen signature. Est 12x10" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and mat in 
clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           75.00 $           150.00 

268 David Davidson  
The Lamb's May Feast 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Sheep graze near waterside. Original mat, pen signature & 
title. Est 17x14" period frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color; mat has minor foxing but 
is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

269 Wallace Nutting  
Watersmeet 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior tree-lined stream scene. Connecticut. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 22x15" original mahogany frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading 
with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

270 Wallace Nutting  
Toward Slumberland 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer woman cradling baby on staircase. Southbury, CT. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 14x17" frame with newer backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color 
and a slightly dark mat with some foxing but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         75.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

271 Wallace Nutting  
Resting on the Old Stoop 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Woman sitting on ivy-draped porch steps. Original mat, title, 
and pen signature. Est 11x14" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with average image color and a 
clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

272 Wallace Nutting  
A Bit of Sewing 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttinghame Colonial Interior scene. Southbury CT. 
Est 11x9" period frame with newer backing paper. Original mat, pencil signature, and title. 3.5 Grading with good 
color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

273 Charles Marshall  
Isle of the Rainbow 

Original circa 1900-1910 Charles Marshall hand-colored photo. Exterior treelined river scene. Est 19x12" original 
frame with no backing paper. Original mat, pencil signature and title. 3.75 Grading with good color and a slightly 
dirty may but otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

274 J.M. Garrison  
Santa Monica 

Circa 1910-20 J. M. Garrison hand-colored photo. Evening shoreline scene with trees silhouetted. California. 
Original mat, title, and pencil signature. Est 15x9" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color and a clean, blemish-free darker linen mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

    

END OF FRIDAY'S AUCTION - SATURDAY'S AUCTION WILL BEGIN AT 9:00 AM WITH LOT #275  

    

275 Wallace Nutting  
A Reading From  
Arabian Nights 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Very rare scene of 3 young children sitting at the fireside 
hearth. Original mat, title, and pencil signature. Est 16x13" frame with original backing paper. 3.25 Grading with 
good image color, however mat has several large stains. 

$       150.00 $         300.00 $           600.00 

276 Wallace Nutting  
August in the Meadow 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Calm stream and lush meadow scene. CT. Original mat, title, 
and pen signature. Est 15x10" frame with older backing paper. 3.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
unblemished mat. Mat has been cut down. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 



277 Wallace Nutting  
The Chopping Bowl 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual Colonial Interior scene. Ipswich, MA. Original mat, 
title, and pen signature. Est 16x14" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has 
some bottom edge stains but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

278 Wallace Nutting  
A Warm Spring Day 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Early Sheep scene. Rhode Island. Est 22x15" original 
frame with no backing paper. Original mat, pen signature and title. 3.75 Grading with good color and some minor 
left side mat burn but otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

279 Wallace Nutting  
An October Array 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior tree-lined bridge and stream scene. Hartford 
CT. Est 10x16" original frame with original backing paper and still retaining its original Copyright Label. Original 
mat, pen signature, and title. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

280 Wallace Nutting  
A Home Among the Roses 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare birdhouse in garden. Probably Massachusetts. Original 
mat and pen signature. Est 12x15" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with very good image color; 
mat has some creasing l/r but is otherwise in clean, unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

281 Wallace Nutting  
Birthday Flowers 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Webb House Colonial Interior scene. Wethersfield 
CT. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 11x9" original frame with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

282 David Davidson  
Enduring Craftsmanship 

Original circa 1910-20 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Unusual ladies outside house scene. Est 15x12" 
original frame with original backing paper and still retaining its original paper label. Original mat, pen signature 
and title. 3.75 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

283 Wallace Nutting  
A Petal Shower 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior blossoms and stone wall scene. Fairfield CT. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 20x16" period frame with older backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good 
color and in minor mat tear u/c but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

284 Wallace Nutting - Pair of 
Untitled Boat Scenes 

Pair of circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both have small boats pulled alongside a serene 
shoreline. 9x7" original frames with newer backing paper. Both have original mats and pen signatures. Both are 
4.0 grading with clean mats and good photo color. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

285 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colorful Floral Still Life scene. Original mat with pen 
signature. Est. 6.5x8" original frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and the mat is 
in clean, unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

286 Charles Sawyer  
Adirondacks, Lake 
Champlain 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Exterior lake and distant mountains scene. New York. 
Original mat, pen signature, and title. Est 11x9" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

287 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Lady by House 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Miscellaneous Unusual scene. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 5x7" mahogany frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has 
foxing but it doesn't take away from the unusal subject matter. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

288 Wallace Nutting  
Panniers of the Past 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual colonial Interior scene. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 14x17" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has consistent 
foxing and a minor lower right edge stain. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

289 Fred Thompson  
Fernbank 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Tall tree reflecting in stream. Original mat, pencil signature, 
and title. Est 11x17" original frame with newer backing paper. 3.25 Grading with fair image color. Minor mat foxing 
and a minor mat puncture U/L, but otherwise in clean, unblemished condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

290 Charles Higgins  
The Mischief Maker 

Original circa 1910-20 Charles Higgins hand-colored photo. Rarer Colonial Interior scene. New England. Est 
17x13" original frame with original backing paper. Original mat, pencil signature and title. 4.0 Grading with good 
color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

291 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Interior Scene 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Original mat and pen signature. Est 
5.5x7" mahogany frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and clean mat. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

292 Wallace Nutting  
Bonny Dale 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign tree-lined stream scene. Ireland. Est 16x20" 
original frame with newer backing paper and retaining its preserved original Copyright Label. Original mat, pen 
signature, and title. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 



293 Charles Sawyer  
A February Morning 

Original circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Winter Snow scene. New England. Est 7x6" original 
frame with original backing paper. Original mat and pencil signature. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and 
unblemished condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

294 Wallace Nutting  
Still Depths 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Tree-lined calm stream scene. CT. Original mat, title and pen 
signature which is probably written by Nutting. Est 12x15" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with 
good image color; mat has very minor bottom edge stains but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

295 Fred Thompson  
The Old Toll Bridge 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Country lane with covered bridge scene. Original mat, title 
and pencil signature. Est 17x13" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

296 Wallace Nutting  
The Turn Homeward 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual Exterior tree-lined country road scene. New 
Hampshire. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 14x17" original mahogany frame with no backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

297 Wallace Nutting  
Photographic Art Secrets 

Wallace Nutting's Photographic Art Secrets book, 1st Edition, 1936. Normal cover wear. $         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

298 Wallace Nutting - Untitled 
"Anne Hathaway's Cottage" 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. England. Original mat and pen signature. Est 8x6.5" gold 
frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; however mat has foxing. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

299 Wallace Nutting  
The Connoisseur 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Connecticut. Original mat, 
pen signature and title. Est 11x17" original frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and in 
clean and blemish-free condition. Frame is missing several pieces of veneer. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

300 Wallace Nutting Furniture  
#492 Ladderback Chair 

Wallace Nutting #492 4-Back Ladderback Arm Chair, newer rush and Block Branded Signature. Est. 44.5"h. In 
solid, clean and unblemished condition. See page 76 in the Wallace Nutting General Catalog, Supreme Edition. 

$       200.00 $         400.00 $           750.00 

301 Wallace Nutting  
The Hope of the Year 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior blossom and country road scene. 
Massachusetts. Est 12x10" original frame with no backing paper. Original mat, pen signature, and title. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

302 Fred Thompson  
Old Mill Dam 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson close-framed hand-colored photo. Waterfall cascades into rocky stream. New 
England. Original pencil signature and title. Est 10x12" original frame with newer backing paper, and original 
Thompson label reaffixed to the back. 4.0 Grading with good image color and detail, and in clean and blemish-
free condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

303 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "Monument 
Between Blossoms" 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Washington DC. Original mat and pen signature. Est 10x8" 
frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with very good image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

304 Wallace Nutting - The 
Bridesmaids of the Woods 

Circa 1900-15 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Birches line country road. Original mat; title and pencil 
signature may or may not be original. Est 22x18" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

305 Wallace Nutting  
The Turn by the Oak 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Florida palm tree and stream scene. Est 22x18" 
newer frame with newer backing paper. Original overmatted mat, pencil signature, and title. 3.0 Grading with good 
color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

306 Wallace Nutting  
Grandmother's Sheffield 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. CT. Original mat, title, and pen 
signature. Est 22x13" frame with no backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; mat has major staining 
along bottom. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           125.00 

307 Charles Sawyer - Storm 
King Highway at Highlands 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Exterior river valley scene. Original mat, pen signature, and 
title. Est 16x13" frame with partial original backing paper and two original Sawyer Pictures labels still affixed. 4.0 
Grading with average image color and in clean and mostly blemish-free condition. The top left of the frame has a 
missing piece. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

308 Wallace Nutting  
The Sweetness of June 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual scene with distant children on country road. Original 
mat and pen signature. Est 12x10" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
unblemished mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 



309 Wallace Nutting  
Stirring the Porridge 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Ipswich, MA. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 17x11" frame with replaced backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; mat has aged 
unevenly but is otherwise in mostly clean condition. Mat cut down. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

310 Wallace Nutting  
On the Teith 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Distant sheep graze on river hillside. Scotland. Original mat 
and pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with very good image color and a 
clean, unblemished mat. 

$       100.00 $         200.00 $           350.00 

311 Wallace Nutting  
Red, White and Blue 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rocky stream winds through fall-colored trees. New 
Hampshire. Original mat and pen signature. Est 16x13" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
image color on a clean & unblemished mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

312 Wallace Nutting  
PA Beautiful - 1st Ed. - DJ 

Wallace Nutting, Pennsylvania Beautiful, 1st Edition with dust jacket, 1924. Less-than-normal cover wear. $         10.00 $           20.00 $             40.00 

313 Wallace Nutting  
1927 Furniture Catalog 

Original 1927 Wallace Nutting Furniture, Rug, and Ironwork Catalog. 50+ pages. This is a harder-locate Furniture 
Catalog that pre-dated his General Catalog, Supreme Edition Catalog by 3 years. Some cover soiling and some 
minor inside staining to several pages but generally in good condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

314 Wallace Nutting  
The Rug Maker 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Broadhearth Colonial Interior scene. Saugus MA. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 14x11" original frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good 
color and minor mat-edge stain l/r but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           150.00 

315 Wallace Nutting  
The Donjon, Chenanceau 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare massive castle surrounded by moat. France. Original 
mat, title, and pen signature. Est 14x17" frame with newer backing paper. 3.25 Grading with good image color; 
mat has overall foxing but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$       200.00 $         400.00 $           800.00 

316 Wallace Nutting  
A Brook in Doubt 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior tree-lined winding brook scene. Vermont. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 20x16" original frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

317 Wallace Nutting  
A Swimming Pool 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting sepia photo. Vermont tree-lined stream scene.. Est 21x17" unusually wide 
period frame with newer backing paper. Original overmatted mat, pencil signature, and title. 4.0 Grading with good 
color/detail and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

318 David Davidson  
Apple Blossoms 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Sheep graze near stone wall and blossoms. Original mat, 
pencil signature & title. Est 10x8" period frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color and a 
slightly dark but otherwise clean and blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

319 Wallace Nutting  
April in the Sheep Pasture 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer sheep on hillside pasture. Rhode Island. Original mat 
and pencil signature. Est 20x8.5"  frame with no backing paper. 3.0 Grading with average image color; mat has a 
major lower right stain. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

320 Wallace Nutting  
An Old Pasture 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer close-up cows on hillside pasture. RI. Original mat, title, 
and pencil signature. Est 10x16" frame with original backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; mat is 
overall slightly dark plus has major mat burns left side. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

321 David Davidson  
Pawtuxet Falls 

Original circa 1910-20 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Exterior scene with small dam and waterfalls. Rhode 
Island. Est 14x16" original mahogany frame with no backing paper. Original mat and pencil signature. 3.75 
Grading with minor mat aging but otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

322 Wallace Nutting - Pair of 
Untitled Exterior Scenes 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Exterior country lane scenes. Original mats and pen 
signatures. Est 9x7" and 11x7" original frames with newer backing paper. 4.0 Gradings with good image color, 
and mats are in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

323 David Davidson  
The Dragon 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Exterior lake and waterfall scene. Original mat, pen signature 
& title. Est 10x12" period frame with older backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color; mat has a few white spots 
but is otherwise in blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

324 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Miniature Exteriors 

Lot of two original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both New England miniature Exterior 
scenes. Both with original mat and pen signature. Est 5x4" original matching frames with original backing paper. 
Both 4.0 Gradings with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 



325 Wallace Nutting  
At the Well, Sorrento 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare women & children along stone steps and by well. 
Sorrento, Italy. Original mat and possible resigned pencil signature. Est 10x16" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$       100.00 $         200.00 $           350.00 

326 Charles Sawyer  
Mt. Chocorua 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Exterior lake & mountains scene. Original mat, title and pen 
signature. Est 16x13" frame with original backing paper with Sawyer Pictures backstamp. 3.25 Grading with good 
image color; mat has l/r stain but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

327 Wallace Nutting  
Maple Sugar Cupboard 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttinghame Colonial Interior scene. Southbury CT. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 17x14" period frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color 
and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

328 Wallace Nutting  
August in the Meadow 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Calm stream and lush meadow scene. CT. Original mat, title, 
and pen signature. Est 23x16" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color and other 
than very minor glue staining above the image, it is a very clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

329 Chas. R. Higgins  
Confidences 

Circa 1900-10 Charles Higgins hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with canopy bed. Original mat, title 
and pencil signature. Est 14x11" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has 
upper right corner stain and some dirt under glass but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

330 Wallace Nutting  
The Shaded Bridge 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior with partially hidden cottage and stone walls. 
Probably England. Original mat, pen signature & title. Est 17x14" original frame with new backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good image color and a clean and blemish-free mat. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

331 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Exterior Scene 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colorful blossoms drape over zig-zag rail fence. Original mat 
and pen signature. Est 7x5" frame with no backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; mat has slightly 
darkened but is otherwise in clean condition. Mat has been cut down. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

332 Wallace Nutting  
Mary's Little Lamb 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Lone sheep drinks from stream. England. Original mat, title, 
and pen signature. Est 14x11" frame with original partial backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat 
has minor foxing but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

333 Wallace Nutting  
Vale of Ocova 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign scene with stream & trees. County Wicklow, Ireland. 
Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 10x12" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with average 
image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

334 Wallace Nutting  
Lingering Water 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Stream meanders through trees. CT. Original mat, title and 
pen signature. Est 18x15" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat is slightly darker 
but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

335 Wallace Nutting - Untitled 
"Spring Meeting" Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare colorful Floral Still Life scene. Close-framed in 10x8" 
original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. Slight 
picture crease lower right. 

$       100.00 $         200.00 $           400.00 

336 Wallace Nutting 
Biography - 1st Edition 

Wallace Nutting's Biography, 1st Edition, 1936. Normal cover wear. $         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

337 Wallace Nutting  
A New Hampshire Drive 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Birch trees line country road. NH. Original mat, title and pen 
signature. Est 17x14" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-
free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

338 Wallace Nutting Furniture  
#691 Maple Lowboy 

Wallace Nutting #691 Maple Low Boy, with single Shell Carving and Block Branded Signature. Est. 29.5"h x 39"w 
x 20.5"d. In solid, clean and unblemished condition. Original top was constructed using bread-boarded drawer 
pieces. See page 118 in the Wallace Nutting General Catalog, Supreme Edition. 

$    1,500.00 $     1,500.00 $        3,000.00 

339 Charles Sawyer  
Mt. Washington & the 
Ammonoosuc 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Snow-covered Mt. Washington with foreground river and 
forest. Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 12x10" frame with original backingpaper. 3.5 Grading with good 
image color; mat has been cut down and has light staining all along top edge but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

340 Wallace Nutting  
Warner House Interior 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual Interior with no people. Warner House, Portsmouth, 
NH. Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 13x15" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           275.00 



341 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Holland Scene 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Windmills along waterside scene. Holland. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 9x7" original frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and mat in 
clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

342 David Davidson - Close 
Framed Snow Scene 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Close framed snow scene with original pen signature. Est 
16x12" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good clarity and color lightly applied. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

343 Charles Higgins  
The Most Becoming 

Original circa 1910-20 Charles Higgins hand-colored photo. Rarer Colonial Interior scene. New England. Est 
13x17" original frame with original backing paper. Original mat, pencil signature and title. 4.0 Grading with good 
color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

344 Wallace Nutting  
Beech Border 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior trees and stream scene. Ireland. Est 12x10" 
original frame with original backing paper. Original mat, pen signature and title. 3.75 Grading with good color and 
a very minor mat stain u/r but otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

345 Wallace Nutting  
Christmas Gifts 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Original mat and pen signature. Est 
21x18" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a mostly clean, unblemished mat.

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

346 Wallace Nutting  
Upper Winooski 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior scene with meandering stream and green banks. 
Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 16x13" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

347 Wallace Nutting  
Birch Strand 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Birch trees by water's edge. Berkshires, MA. Original mat, title 
and pen signature. Est 11x17" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

348 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Interiors 

Pair of circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Woman sets out tea service. 3.5 grading. Average 
image color with white spots. Faint minor stains along left & top of mat, but otherwise in clean condition. 5x7". 2) 
Bonneted woman in pink dress. 4.0 grading. Good image color with minor white spots, and a clean mat. 7x5". 
Both have newer backing paper, original mats, and pen signatures. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

349 Wallace Nutting  
Apple Pool 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. "Apple Pool" large format Exterior scene. 
Massachusetts. Pen-signed l/r on image. Close-framed in est 30x20" original frame with original backing paper 
and still retaining its original Copyright Label. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition.

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

350 Wallace Nutting  
An Eventful Journey 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare stagecoach scene. Vermont. Original mat and pencil 
signature. Est 12x15" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
unblemished mat. 

$       100.00 $         250.00 $           500.00 

351 J.C. Bicknell  
Pair of Exterior Scenes 

Pair of circa 1910-20 J.C. Bicknell hand-colored photos. 1) "Moose Pool". Original mat, title, and pencil signature. 
Est 13x11" frame with original backing. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 2) 
"Twilight". Original mat, title, and pencil signature. Est. 16x14" original frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 
grading with good image color; mat has two stains along bottom edge but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

352 Wallace Nutting  
Garden Steps 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer colorful garden scene with steps on hillside. Original 
mat, title, and pen signature. Est 9x11" frame with original partial backing paper and original copyright label still 
affixed. 3.75 Grading with good color; mat has minor blemishing but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           150.00 

353 David Davidson  
Bennington Garden 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Stone statuary and garden scene. Original mat, pen signature 
& title. Est 12x8" period frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color, and other than a few age 
spots the mat is in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

354 Wallace Nutting  
A May Countryside 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom trees line country road. Mohawk Trail, Berkshires, 
Massachusetts. Original mat and pen signature. Est 15x13" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
good image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

355 Wallace Nutting  
A Towered Bridge 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare foreign scene with quaint village buildings near stone 
towered bridge. Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 17x11" frame with older backing paper. 3.25 Grading 
with good image color; mat has a major l/r stain but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 



356 Wallace Nutting  
1924 Typed Letter 

Original 1/2 page typed letter dated Sept. 24, 1924. This letter was apparently a response to an individual who 
criticized Nutting for failing to include any pictures of Martha's Vineyard in his Massachusetts Beautiful book. In it 
he states "…I spent a summer there many years ago, but was not able to get anything from the island in my book. 
I did not at that time make pictures...". This letter has a typed "Wallace Nutting" signature, and a pencil signed "D" 
beneath the signature, indicating that an employee had sent this letter. Several normal office-staple punctures but 
otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

357 Wallace Nutting  
The Pergola, Amalfi 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Italian seaside village scene. Amalfi, Italy. Est 23x20" 
newer frame with newer backing paper. Probably re-mounted and re-signed long ago. Pen signature and title are 
fairly light. 3.0 Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

358 Wallace Nutting - The 
Clock Book - 2nd Ed. - DJ 

Wallace Nutting, The Clock Book, 2nd Edition with dust jacket, 1935. Less-than-normal cover wear. $         10.00 $           20.00 $             40.00 

359 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Miniature Interiors 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Colonial Interior scenes. Original mats and pen signatures. 
Est 5x4" original frames with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and mat in clean, blemish-
free condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

360 Wallace Nutting  
A Checkered Road 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Country road runs between rail fence and pond. 
Pennsylvania. Original mat and pen signature. Est 11x9" frame with original backing paper and original copyright 
label still affixed. 4.0 Grading with very good image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

361 Wallace Nutting  
Framed Christmas Card 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored snow scene on a Christmas card with an original pen signature. The 
card and envelope are enclosed in a 6x8" frame with newer backing paper. The card measures approx. 5x6". 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

362 Wallace Nutting  
Hide and Seek Cottage 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare foreign scene with partially hidden buildings. County 
Kerry, Ireland. Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 12x14" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with 
good image color; mat has some minor staining along bottom edge, but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

363 Wallace Nutting  
A Chair for John 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Concord, MA. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 12x14" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a slightly dark but 
otherwise clean, unblemished mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

364 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Exteriors 

Pair of circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Exterior birch scene. 4x5". Original frame with no 
backing paper. 4.0 grading with clean mat and good photo color. 2) Foreign "The Nest" (England). 5x4". Original 
frame with new/newer backing paper. 3.5 grading with minor mat blemishing; mat has been cut down. Frame is 
slightly worn with puncture hole top left. Both have original mats and pen signatures. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

365 Wallace Nutting  
Wistaria Lodge 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer woman next to wistaria-covered building. California. 
Original mat and pencil signature. Est 11x14" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with very good image 
color and a cropped but otherwise clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

366 Wallace Nutting  
Come Into the Garden! 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colorful garden with stone steps scene. Original mat, title, 
and pen signature. Est 20x16" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has bottom 
left edge stain but is otherwise in clean , blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

367 Wallace Nutting  
A Nova Scotia Idyl 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign blossoms and country lane scene. Nova 
Scotia, Canada. Est 20x16" original frame with no backing paper. Original mat, pen signature, and title. 3.75 
Grading with good color and a tiny near near the title but otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

368 Wallace Nutting Furniture  
6 Carver Side Chairs 

Set of six Wallace Nutting #364 Carver Side Chairs, with Block Branded Signatures. Est. 45"h. Each chair is in 
solid and clean condition, and each chair retains its original rushed seat. See page 80 in the Wallace Nutting 
General Catalog, Supreme Edition. 

$       500.00 $     1,500.00 $        2,500.00 

369 Wallace Nutting  
Autumn Days 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Fall colored leaves scene with massive tree by road. 
Framingham, MA. Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 16x13" frame with original backing paper, and original 
copyright label still affixed. 4.25 Grading with very good image color and a very clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

370 Wallace Nutting  
Purity and Grace 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Country road runs through birch tree clusters. NH. Original 
mat and pen signature. Est 17x22" frame with original backing paper and original copyright label. 4.5 Grading with 
great image color and a very clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 



371 Wallace Nutting  
The Heart of Maine 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rocky stream winds through fall-colored trees. Maine. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 17x22" frame with partial original backing paper. 4.5 Grading with great image 
color and a very clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

372 Wallace Nutting  
The Going Forth of Betty 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual woman stepping off ivy-draped stone porch. Note 
this picture compared to Lot #373...same woman dressed in the same outfit, same house & porch, but the outfit is 
painted in differing colors. Woodstock, Vermont. Original mat and pencil signature in Nutting's script. Est 14x17" 
frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

373 Wallace Nutting  
Resting at the Old Stoop 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual woman sitting on ivy-draped stone porch. Note this 
picture compared to Lot #372...same woman dressed in the same outfit, same house & porch, but the outfit is 
painted in differing colors. Woodstock, Vermont. Original mat and pencil signature in Nutting's script. Est 14x17" 
frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has minor stain/discoloration l/r but is 
otherwise in mostly clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

374 Wallace Nutting - Ireland 
and Maine Beautiful 

Lot of two 2nd Edition Wallace Nutting books including Ireland Beautiful (1935) and Maine Beautiful (1935). ME 
Beautiful has the original dust jacket. Both showing normal cover wear. Sold as one lot. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

375 Wallace Nutting  
The Ancestral Cradle 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer Colonial Interior close-framed scene with cat and young 
girl. The title and signature from the original backing has been retained on the newer backing paper. Est 36x26" 
beautiful mahogany frame. 4.0 Grading with good image color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$       100.00 $         200.00 $           400.00 

376 Chas. R. Higgins  
A Woodland Path in Winter 

Circa 1900-10 Charles Higgins hand-colored photo. Snow-covered woodland scene. Original mat, pencil title, and 
painted signature. Est 16x20" frame with no backing paper. 3.0 Grading with average image color; mat has edge 
discolorations and 2 holes upper left. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

377 Wallace Nutting  
Purity and Grace 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Birch tree clusters beside country road. NH. Original mat, title, 
and pen signature. Est 16x20" frame with original backing paper, and original copyright label still affixed. 3.75 
Grading with good image color; mat is slightly darker but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           125.00 

378 Wallace Nutting  
The Natural Bridge 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Stone bridge formation over rocky stream. Virginia. Original 
mat, title, and pen signature. Est 10x12" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and a 
clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

379 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Garden Scene 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Grass path runs through colorful garden. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 10x8" gold frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and clean, 
unblemished mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

380 Wallace Nutting  
A Time of Roses 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer foreign scene with roses climbing thatched roof cottage 
walls. County Gallway, Ireland. Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 17x13" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and mat is in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

381 Wallace Nutting  
Comfort and the Cat 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with cat. CT. Original mat, title, and 
pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-
free mat. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

382 Wallace Nutting  
Mexican Zinnias 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer Floral Still Life scene. Est 13x16" original frame 
with original backing paper and still retaining its original Copyright Label. Original mat, pen signature and title. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$       200.00 $         400.00 $           600.00 

383 Wallace Nutting Book - 
Pathways of the Puritans 

Wallace Nutting, Pathways of the Puritans, 1930. Less-than-normal cover wear. $         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

384 Wallace Nutting  
A Hurrying Brook 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Fall trees and stream scene. Original mat, title, and pen 
signature. Est 12x10" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-
free mat. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

385 Wallace Nutting  
Helping Mother 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with young girl and her mother. 
Southbury, CT. Original mat and pencil signature. Est 17x13" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
good image color and a few aging spots on mat but in otherwise clean condition. 

$       100.00 $         200.00 $           375.00 

386 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Interiors 

Pair of circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Woman sits on writing-arm Windsor. 3.75 grading 
with good image color and some foxing on mat. 2) Untitled "Treasure Bag". 4.0 grading with good image color and 
a clean mat. Both 4.5x3.5" newer frames with newer backing paper. Original mats and pen signatures. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 



387 David Davidson  
Diadem Aisle 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Exterior with colorful hillside garden. Close framed with pen 
signature & title. Est 48x24" period frame with original backing paper and Davidson studio label still affixed to 
back. 4.0 Grading with good color and detail, and in clean blemish-free condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

388 Wallace Nutting  
A Thanksgiving Landscape 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual title with distant estate house beyond birch tree 
cluster. Original mat and pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image 
color; mat is slightly darkened but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

389 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Sheep Scene 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Sheep graze near country crossroads. Original mat with no 
signature; reversed out copyright lower left on picture. Est 13x5" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading 
with good image color; mat is slightly darkened but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

390 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "Distinction" Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Floral arrangement still life. Original mat and pen signature. 
Est 8x10" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

391 Wallace Nutting  
Patti's Favorite Walk 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Path leads to country cottage. England. Original mat, pen 
signature & title. Est 17x14" original frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a 
clean and blemish-free mat. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           275.00 

392 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "From a Summer 
Garden" Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colorful Floral Still Life scene. Original mat with pen 
signature. Est. 6.5x8" original frame with original backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; mat has 
bottom staining. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

393 Charles Higgins  
A Colonial Stairway 

Original circa 1910-20 Charles Higgins hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. New England. Est 9x16" 
original frame with no backing paper. Original mat and pencil signature. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean 
and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

394 Wallace Nutting  
Three Chums 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with cat. Framingham, MA. Original 
mat, title, and pen signature. Est 16x13" frame with no backing paper. 2.75 Grading with good image color 
although there are white paint flecks on the picture itself. The mat is in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

395 Wallace Nutting - England 
Beautiful - 2nd Edition - DJ 

Wallace Nutting England Beautiful, 2nd Edition with Dust Jacket, 1930. Less-than-normal cover wear. $         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

396 Charles Sawyer  
Echo Lake,  
Franconia Notch 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Exterior lake & mountains scene. Original mat, title and pen 
signature. Est 16x13" frame with original backing paper and Sawyer Pictures backstamp. 3.75 Grading with good 
image color; mat has a minor edge stain l/l but otherwise is in clean condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

397 Wallace Nutting  
A Rangeley Shore 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Boat pulled alongside birch tree shoreline. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 12x10" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
unblemished mat. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

398 Wallace Nutting  
Broken Shadows 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rocky stream and tall tress. Maine. Original mat, title, and 
pen signature. Est 13x16" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with average color and although mat is the 
speckled texture, it is in clean condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

399 David Davidson  
Two Exterior Scenes 

Lot of two original circa 1910-20 David Davidson hand-colored Exterior scenes. 1) 5x7" A Joyful Struggle. 2) 7x5". 
My Father's Cot. Both in 3.75 gradings with original mats, pen signatures and titles, with slightly dark but 
otherwise clean and unblemished mats. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

400 Wallace Nutting  
Shoeing the Grey Mare 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Extremely rare man (blacksmith) & horse scene. Original mat, 
pencil signature & title. Est 10x8" original frame with original backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color; 
faint l/r stain and slightly dark mat showing dirt under the glass. 

$       250.00 $         500.00 $        1,000.00 

401 Harris  
A Quiet Nook, Florida 

Original circa 1915-25 William James Harris hand-colored photo. Florida river and palm tree scene, with white 
heron. Est 12x10" original frame with original backing paper and still retaining an original Harris paper label. 
Original mat, pencil signature and title. 3.75 Grading with good color and some minor mat discoloration but 
otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

402 Wallace Nutting  
A Southern Puritan 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual woman on stone porch. California. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 12x15" frame with original backing paper. 3.5 Grading with good image color and a cropped 
mat but otherwise in clean, unblemished condition. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 



403 Wallace Nutting  
Boulders in the Brook 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior with rocky stream. Vermont. Original mat, title, and 
pen signature. Est 10x12" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and a clean, blemish-
free mat. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 

404 Charles Sawyer  
Echo Lake 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Exterior lake & mountains scene. Original mat, title and pen 
signature. Est 12x10" frame with newer backing paper. The original Sawyer Pictures label is preserved in plastic 
and attached to back. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

405 Wallace Nutting  
At the Well, Sorrento 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer women & children on steps and at well at stone 
gateway. Sorrento, Italy. Original mat, title, and pencil signature. Est 11x15" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with very good image color, and other than very minor aging and some dirt under glass, the mat is in 
clean, blemish-free condition. 

$       100.00 $         200.00 $           400.00 

406 David Davidson  
Covered Bridge Road 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Exterior covered bridge scene. Original mat, pen signature & 
title. Est 17x14" period frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with murky color; mat has crease upper left 
and other discoloration. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

407 Wallace Nutting  
Returning from a Walk 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Original mat and pen signature. Est 
11x9" frame with newer backing paper, and the original copyright label has been retained on the back. 3.75 
Grading with excellent image color; the mat has two faint stains and is otherwise in clean and unblemished 
condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

408 Wallace Nutting  
Framed Proof Sheet 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting close framed proof sheet displaying 20 hand-colored photos (each 2x3") of the 
title, "The Aristocrat", taken in New Hampshire. Est 11x13" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
good image color. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

409 Wallace Nutting  
Across the Charles 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Tree-lined Charles River. MA Original mat, title, and pen 
signature. Est 13x17" frame with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

410 Wallace Nutting  
Litchfield Minster 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Cathedral spires beyond river and blossoms. England. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 12x14" frame with partial original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

411 Wallace Nutting  
Durham 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Cathedral spires over river. England. Original mat, title, and 
pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and other than a few age 
spots a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

412 Charles Sawyer  
Close Framed Acadia 
National Park 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Rocky coastline with spraying surf. Close framed image with 
original pen signature. Est 11x9" frame with original backing paper with retains an original Sawyer label and also a 
Sawyer Pictures stamp underneath. 3.75 Grading with good image color and detail, however there are some 
minor discolorations along top. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

413 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "Drying Apples" 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual Colonial Interior scene with man and woman paring 
apples. Untitled and unsigned, but has original copyright pen signature l/l on image. Est 16x13" frame with newer 
backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

414 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Rose Standish 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Untitled girl on house steps. Massachusetts. Est 
7x11" original mahogany frame with no backing paper. Original mat, pen signature, and title. 4.0 Grading with 
good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

415 Wallace Nutting  
Miniature Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colorful Floral Still Life scene. Close-framed in 4x5" original 
frame with new/newer backing paper. Copyright WN lower left. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and 
unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

416 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "Litchfield Minster" 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Cathedral spires stand out by water's edge. England. Original 
mat and pen signature. Est 7x9" original frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and 
mat in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

417 Fred Thompson  
Priscilla Spinning 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with spinning wheel. Original mat, title 
and pencil signature. Est 17x14" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a 
clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 



418 Charles Sawyer  
Thunder Hole 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Seascape with waves crashing against rocky shoreline. 
Maine. Original mat and pen signature. Est 8x10" original frame with original backing paper fully intact and still 
retaining its original backstamp. 4.5 Grading with excellent image color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           275.00 

419 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Garden Scene 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Grass path runs through colorful garden. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 10x8" gold frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and clean, 
unblemished mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

420 Wallace Nutting  
Fern Path 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual exterior with dirt path leading through forested area. 
Massachusetts. Original mat and pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
average image color and a very clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

421 Wallace Nutting - Parke-
Bernet Auction Catalog 

Original 1941 Parke-Bernet Auction Catalog. This 50 page catalog represents the 1941 Auction of Wallace 
Nutting's remaining period antique furniture, consigned by Mrs. Nutting after his death earlier in 1941. Binding is 
loose but otherwise in nice condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

422 Wallace Nutting  
Hollyhock Cottage 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign thatch-roofed cottage scene. England. Est 
20x16" original frame with newer backing paper. Original mat, pen signature, and title. 4.0 Grading with good color 
and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

423 Chas. R. Higgins  
The Indian Maiden 

Circa 1900-10 Charles Higgins hand-colored photo. Woman dressed in American Indian clothing stands by 
water's edge. Original mat, title, and pencil signature. Est 7x11" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

424 David Davidson  
A Woman's Way 

Original circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. New England. Est 17x14" 
original frame with partial original backing paper. Original mat, pen signature and title. 4.0 Grading with good color 
and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

425 Wallace Nutting  
Spinning at Eighty-four 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Very rare woman spinning on porch with cat drinking from 
bowl. Colorado. Original mat and pencil signature. Est 16x14" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with 
good image color and a few minor blemishes on a darker but otherwise clean mat. 

$       100.00 $         250.00 $           500.00 

426 Wallace Nutting  
The Pergola, Amalfi 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign seaside village scene. Amalfi, Italy. Est 
14x11" original frame with no backing paper. Original mat, pen signature, and title. 3.75 Grading with good color 
and a mat having some very light foxing but otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. Veneer frame does 
have some chips. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

427 Wallace Nutting  
Enticing Waters 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. "Enticing Waters" large format Exterior scene. 
Connecticut. Pen-signed l/r on image. Close-framed in est 30x20" original frame with original backing paper and 
still retaining its original Copyright Label. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

428 Wallace Nutting  
Connecticut Blossoms 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Pastoral stream and blossom scene. CT. Original mat, title, 
and pen signature. Est 14x11" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color and mat has light 
overall foxing. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

429 Wallace Nutting  
At Grandmother's Highboy 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Woman stands in formal bedroom 
setting. Original mat and pen signature. Est 16x13" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

430 David Davidson - Mirror 
with 2 Untitled/Unsigned 
Scenes 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photos on top of old mirror. 1) Untitled "Easter Bonnet" and 2) 
Untitled "A Surprise for Santa". Est 15x33" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and 
other than some minor aging, a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           75.00 $           150.00 

431 David Davidson  
Beside Still Waters 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Sheep graze in grassy meadow scene. Original mat, pen 
signature & title. Est 12x8" period frame with older backing paper, and original label still affixed. 4.0 Grading with 
good color, and the mat is in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

432 Wallace Nutting - Vermont 
Beautiful - 2nd Ed. - DJ 

Wallace Nutting, Vermont Beautiful, 2nd Edition with dust jacket, 1936. Less-than-normal cover wear. $         10.00 $           20.00 $             40.00 

433 Wallace Nutting Furniture  
#637 Library Table 

Wallace Nutting #637 Maple 1-Drawer Library Table with Block Branded Signature. Est. 30"h x 50"w x 30"d. In 
solid, clean and unblemished condition. See page 109 in the Wallace Nutting General Catalog, Supreme Edition. 

$       500.00 $     1,000.00 $        1,500.00 



434 Charles Higgins  
By the Fireside 

Original circa 1910-20 Charles Higgins hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. New England. Est 13x17" 
original frame with original backing paper. Original mat, pencil signature and title. 3.75 Grading with good color 
and a left-side mat stain but otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

435 Wallace Nutting  
Admiration 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual Colonial Interior title with close-up of 3 ladies 
examining hats. Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 15x13" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading 
with good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

436 Wallace Nutting  
A Little Homestead 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior scene with house on blossom-lined stream. 
Newtown CT. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 20x14" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading 
with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

437 Wallace Nutting  
The Coming Out of Rosa 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Little Rosa holds Mother's hand on rose-bordered 
porch. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 14x11" original mahogany frame with older backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

438 Wallace Nutting  
Birthday Flowers 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Webb House Colonial Interior scene. Wethersfield 
CT. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 22x13" original mahogany frame with older backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

439 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Miniature Interiors 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Colonial Interior scenes. Original mats and pen signatures. 
Est 5x4" original frames with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and mat in clean, blemish-
free condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

440 Wallace Nutting  
Under Table Rock 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Large boulder over lake and trees with distant mountain 
house. Rare Minnewaska, NY. Original mat and pencil signature. Est 8x10" frame with no backing paper. 2.75 
Grading with some picture staining and foxing. Mat has been severely cropped. 

$         40.00 $           75.00 $           150.00 

441 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "Our Neighbor" 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Miscellaneous Unusual scene. Original mat and pen 
signature. Est 5x7" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has minor foxing 
but it doesn't take away from the unusal subject matter. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

442 Wallace Nutting - Three 
Volume Furniture Treasury 

Wallace Nutting's Volumes I-III Furniture Treasury, 1st Edition, 1933. Normal cover wear. Volume III has Wallace 
Nutting's signature on the inside page. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

443 Wallace Nutting  
Winslow Water 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Misc. Unusual scene with house on tree-lined river. 
Connecticut. Original mat, pencil signature and title. Est 17x14" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading 
with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

444 Charles Sawyer - Mt. 
Elmore & Lemoille River 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Lake & mountains scene. Original mat, title & pencil 
signature. Est 12x10" frame w/ newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading w/ good image color & clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

445 Wallace Nutting  
Roses and Larkspur 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer Floral Still Life scene. Est 13x16" original frame 
with original backing paper and still retaining its original Copyright Label. Original mat, pen signature and title. 
3.75 Grading with good color and a minor mat stain l/r but otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$       150.00 $         300.00 $           500.00 

446 Wallace Nutting  
Village End 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign thatch-roofed cottages and village scene. 
England. Est 22x15" original frame with newer backing paper. Original mat, pen signature, and title. 4.0 Grading 
with good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

447 Wallace Nutting  
A Nutting Border 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nutting's colorful garden with stone wall and bird bath. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 11x9" gold frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color and clean, unblemished mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

448 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Miniature Interiors 

Lot of two original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both miniature Interior scenes. Both with 
original mats and pen signatures. Est 5x4" original matching frames with original backing paper. Both 4.0 
Gradings with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

449 Wallace Nutting  
Two Untitled Exteriors 

Lot of two original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both Untitled Exterior scenes, having 
original mats and pen signatures. Est 11x7" original  frames. Both 4.0 Gradings with good color and in clean and 
blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

450 Wallace Nutting  
Cloud Capped Towers 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Very rare waterfalls cascading over steep mountains scene. 
Yosemite, CA. Original mat and pencil signature. Est 14x17" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$       100.00 $         250.00 $           500.00 



451 Wallace Nutting  
Picture & Calendar Lot 

Lot with circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo and 1992 Wallace Nutting calendar. The Colonial 
interior scene measures approx. 9x7" with original frame and original backing paper. Also original mat and pen 
signature. 3.75 grading with good photo color and some foxing on the mat. The calendar is in good condition with 
minimal wear. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

452 Wallace Nutting  
Framed Mother's Day Card 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo double-mounted on Mother's Day card with verse beneath. 
The verse reads: "A Mother's Day Greeting - Just a joyous, loving greeting That will tell you, Mother Mine, Of the 
many happy wishes Flowing from my heart to thine". Est 8x10" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
good image color and some minor edge foxing on a clean, unblemished mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

453 Charles Sawyer - Echo 
Lake, Franconia Notch 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Tree lined rushing river scene. New Hampshire. Original mat, 
pencil signature, and title. Est 20x16" original frame with original backing paper partially intact. 4.0 Grading with 
good image color and a clean and blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           75.00 $           150.00 

454 Wallace Nutting  
Grandmother's Garden 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Thatch-roofed cottage scene. England. Est 14x11" 
original frame with older backing paper. Original mat, pen signature and title. 4.0 Grading with good color and in 
clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

455 Charles Sawyer - Close 
Framed Mt. Washington 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Snow-covered Mt. Washington with foreground river and 
forest. Close framed image with original pen signature. Est 13x10" frame with only a portion of original backing 
paper remaining which shows Sawyer backstamp. 4.0 Grading with excellent image color and detail. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

456 Wallace Nutting  
Beech Borders 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign Exterior tree-lined stream scene. Ireland. 
Original mat, pen signature and title, and in our opinion this picture was personally signed by Wallace Nutting 
himself. Est 16x13" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good but slightly blurred color and in 
clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

457 Wallace Nutting Furniture  
#945b Corner Cupboard 

Wallace Nutting #945b Pine Open Corner Cupboard with Block Branded Signature. Est. 80"h x 38"w x 19"d. In 
solid, clean and unblemished condition. See page 27 in the Wallace Nutting General Catalog, Supreme Edition. 
This cupboard is like the #945 corner cupboard shown, except without the doors. 
 

This corner cupboard is fresh to the market and has not been offered to the public prior to this auction. The 
consignor's family member, Mr. Daley, was the original owner and this piece has been in the family since 
originally acquired circa the mid-1930's. Mr. Daley was a trucker and delivered items to Wallace Nutting in 
Framingham, MA. Nutting did not pay him in cash, but periodically paid him with pieces of furniture of Mr. Daley's 
choosing. 
 

This lot also includes an original gold Wallace Nutting card stock Furniture Paper Label. 

$    3,000.00 $     4,000.00 $        6,000.00 

458 Wallace Nutting  
On the Slope 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Grazing lakeside Sheep scene. Rhode Island. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 17x11" original  mahogany frame with original backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

459 Wallace Nutting  
Two Untitled Exteriors 

Lot of two original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both Untitled Exterior scenes, having 
original mats and pen signatures. Est 7x9" original  frames. One scene is fairly unusual. Both 4.0 Gradings with 
good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

460 Wallace Nutting  
The Pergola, Amalfi 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Cliffside pergola overlooking the coastline. Italy. Original mat, 
pen signature & title. Est 20x16" original gold frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with very good image 
color; mat has light stain l/l but otherwise is in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

461 Wallace Nutting  
A Sunkissed Way 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Tall trees line country road. Lancaster, MA. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 22x18" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat is slightly darker 
and has some age spots but is otherwise in mostly clean condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

462 Wallace Nutting  
Comfort and a Cat 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with cat. Southbury, CT. Original mat, 
title, and pen signature. Est 16x14" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color and a minor 
blemish u/r but otherwise a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         60.00 $         125.00 $           250.00 

463 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Exteriors 

Pair of circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. 1) Bridge with fall-colored trees. 5x4". Original frame 
with ripped original backing paper. 2) Stream with fall-colored trees. 5x4". Original frame with no backing paper. 
Both are 4.0 grading with clean mats and good photo color. Both have original mats and pen signatures. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 



464 Wallace Nutting  
Come Into the Garden! 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colorful lush garden scene with stone steps. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with newer backing paper and original paper label that has been reaffixed. 3.5 
Grading with very good image color; mat has foxing but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

465 Wallace Nutting  
Swarthmore 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Calm stream winds through green banks. Rare Pennsylvania 
title. Original mat and pen signature. Est 13x16" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image 
color and a clean & unblemished mat. 

$         80.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

466 Wallace Nutting  
Where Grandma Was Wed 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior country road and roadside house scene. 
Woodbury CT. Est 16x13" original frame with no backing paper. Original mat, pen signature and title. 3.75 
Grading with good color and some extremely minor mat foxing but otherwise in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

467 Wallace Nutting  
A Labor of Love 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer New York State Colonial Interior scene. Original 
mat, pen signature and title. Est 13x17" original mahogany frame with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good 
color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

468 Wallace Nutting  
The Guardian Mother 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Extremely rare Child scene. New England. Early 
script copyright on image. Close-framed in est 7x14" newer frame with newer backing paper. Paperwork on back 
from an earlier owner indicates that he purchased this picture unframed from a former WN employee, and re-
framed the picture himself. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$       200.00 $         400.00 $           800.00 

469 Wallace Nutting  
Investigating an Heirloom 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Webb House Colonial Interior scene. Wethersfield 
CT. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 17x14" original frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with 
good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

470 Wallace Nutting  
B&W Cow Scene 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting B&W close-framed photo. Rare close-up of cows on rocky hillside. Reversed out 
W.Nutting copyright l/l. Est 20x10" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with picture in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

471 Wallace Nutting  
Grandmother's Sheffield 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Webb House Colonial Interior scene. Wethersfield 
CT. Est 14x9" original frame with original backing paper. Original mat, pen signature and title. 4.0 Grading with 
good color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

472 Wallace Nutting  
Spring in the Berkshires 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior with blossom trees and country road. Original mat, 
title, and pen signature. Est 15x18" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and although mat 
has minor foxing it is in clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

473 Wallace Nutting - The 
Capture of a Red Coat 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer man and woman in colonial garb stand in front of 
house. VT. Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 8x10" frame with no backing paper. 3.0 Grading with good 
image color; mat has been cut down and has major staining. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

474 Charles Sawyer  
Elk of the Mohawk Trail 

Circa 1910-20 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Exterior with elk statue. Original mat, title and pen signature. 
Est 10x8" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

475 Wallace Nutting  
Tower at Swords 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Very rare B&W scene of a foreground graveyard, the Round 
Tower of Swords, and another massive ivy-covered monument with a clock on its side. This is a historic 
architectural grouping often referred to as the Irish Round Tower. Located in the town of Swords, and county of 
Dublin, Ireland. Also included is the original box, which is showing wear, but it has kept the picture in mint 
condition. Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 17x22" frame with no backing paper. 4.5 Grading with a very 
clean, blemish-free mat. 

$       150.00 $         300.00 $           600.00 

476 David Davidson - Untitled 
"Shattered Wave" 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Close framed seascape with original pen signature. Est 9x5" 
frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with very nice color and clarity. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

477 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled "Backgammon" 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with two women playing backgammon. 
Wentworth Gardner House, Portsmouth, NH. Original mat and pen signature. Est 10x8" frame with no backing 
paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color, and a mostly clean mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

478 Wallace Nutting - New 
York Beautiful - 1st Ed. 

Wallace Nutting, New York Beautiful, 1st Edition with color frontise piece, 1927. Less-than-normal cover wear. $         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

479 Wallace Nutting  
The Great Wayside Oak 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Large tree stands in front of the Wayside Inn. MA. Original 
mat, title, and pen signature. Est 11x14" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color and minor 
mat stain but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           140.00 



480 Wallace Nutting  
The Charms of Home 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with cat and young girl. Framingham, 
MA. Original mat and pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image 
color; mat has some foxing and light blemishing but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

481 Wallace Nutting  
Wig Wag Churning 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Original mat, title, and pen signature. 
Est 17x14" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

482 Wallace Nutting Furniture  
#309 Windsor Side Chair 

Wallace Nutting #309 Windsor Side Chair, with Pennsylvania cylindrical turnings and Paper Label. In solid and 
clean condition and showing normal wear. See page 88 in the Wallace Nutting General Catalog, Supreme Edition.

$       200.00 $         400.00 $           600.00 

483 Wallace Nutting  
An Artist's River 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Stream runs through fall-colored trees. Ontario, Canada. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 12x10" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a 
clean, unblemished mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

484 Wallace Nutting  
American Windsors 

Wallace Nutting's American Windsors book, 1st Edition, 1917. Normal cover wear. $         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

485 Wallace Nutting - The 
Wayside's Colonial Dignity 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Wayside Inn, Massachusetts with rarer Wayside Inn title. 
Original mat and pen signature. Est 12x9" mahogany frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good 
image color and some minor foxing on the mat. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

486 J.M. Garrison  
Santa Monica 

Circa 1910-20 J. M. Garrison hand-colored photo. Palm trees line beach shoreline. CA. Original mat, title, and 
pencil signature. Est 16x10" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
blemish-free darker linen mat. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

487 Wallace Nutting  
A Chat on an  
Old Village Street 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Scene with two girls chatting at window. Est 22x18" 
period frame with newer backing paper. Original overmatted mat, pencil signature, and title. 3.0 Grading with good 
color and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

488 Wallace Nutting  
His Rose 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Massachusetts. Original mat, 
pen signature and title. Est 9x15" original double-molding mahogany frame with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading 
with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

489 Wallace Nutting  
Nuttinghame Blossoms 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer Nuttinghame scene with Nutting's Southbury 
CT home sitting behind trees, stone wall, country lane and pond. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 15x13" 
original frame with older backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color and a slightly dark mat but otherwise in 
clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

490 Wallace Nutting  
Close Framed Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Beautiful Floral Still Life scene. Close-framed with original 
pencil signature l/r and @ WN l/l in 10x8" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with very good color 
and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$       100.00 $         200.00 $           400.00 

491 Wallace Nutting - Great 
American Idea Catalog 

Original 1921 Wallace Nutting-The Great American Idea Furniture Catalog. This 40 page catalog is an original 
copy of the 1921 Script Furniture Catalog, and represents the only Nutting Catalog ever devoted exclusively to his 
script-branded furniture. Clean and unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

492 Wallace Nutting  
Southbury 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare Exterior tree-lined stream scene taken in 
Southbury CT. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 12x15" original frame with no backing paper. 3.75 
Grading with good color and a slightly dark mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

493 Wallace Nutting  
Two Untitled Exteriors 

Lot of two original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both Untitled Exterior scenes, having 
original mats and pen signatures. Est 8x10" original frames. One is 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and 
blemish-free condition; the 2nd has a slightly dark and dirty mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

494 Wallace Nutting  
Two Picture Lot 

Lot of two original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. "The New England Shore" is est 8x12", 
cropped, and in original frame. The second picture is an untitled "Upper Winooski". Both est 8x12". 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

495 Wallace Nutting  
The Going Forth of Betty 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Woman stepping off ivy-draped stone porch scene. 
Woodstock, Vermont. Original mat, title, and pencil signature. Est 14x17" frame with newer backing paper. 2.75 
Grading with good color although there are white paint flecks on the image. There are minor white flecks 
extending onto mat, but it is otherwise in clean, unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

496 Wallace Nutting  
Lined With Petals 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom trees line country road. Berkshire, MA. Original mat, 
title, and pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has 
bottom edge stains, upper left discoloration, and dirt along right side. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 



497 W. H. Gardiner  
Untitled Exterior 

Circa 1910-20 W.H. Gardiner hand-colored photo. Exterior shoreline scene. Original mat and pencil signature. 
Probably Mackinac, MI. Est 12x10" frame with original backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a 
clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

498 Wallace Nutting  
Five O'Clock 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Thatched roof cottage at country lane crossroads. England. 
Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 20x14" frame with older backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color; 
mat is slightly dark but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

499 Wallace Nutting  
Two Untitled Exteriors 

Lot of two original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both Untitled Exterior scenes, having 
original mats and pen signatures. Est 7x9" matching original frames. Both 4.0 Gradings with good color and in 
clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

500 Wallace Nutting Furniture  
#492 Ladderback Chair 

Wallace Nutting #492 4-Back Ladderback Arm Chair, newer rush and Block Branded Signature. Est. 44.5"h. In 
solid, clean and unblemished condition. See page 76 in the Wallace Nutting General Catalog, Supreme Edition. 

$       200.00 $         400.00 $           750.00 

501 Wallace Nutting  
Locust Cottage 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior country cottage scene. Mystic CT. Original 
mat, pen signature and title. Est 16x13" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and in 
clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

502 Wallace Nutting  
A Connecticut Homestead 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer Nuttinghame scene with Nutting's Southbury 
CT home sitting behind trees, stone wall, and country lane. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 12x10" 
original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

503 Wallace Nutting  
A Connecticut Homestead 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer Nuttinghame scene with Nutting's Southbury 
CT home sitting behind trees, stone wall, and country lane. Notice that the negative was reversed from the 
previous lot. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 12x10" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading 
with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

504 Wallace Nutting  
Two Untitled Exteriors 

Lot of two original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both Untitled Exterior scenes, having 
original mats and pen signatures. Est 8x10" original frames. One is 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and 
blemish-free condition; the 2nd has a slightly dark mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

505 Wallace Nutting  
Close Framed Floral 

Circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual colorful Floral Still Life scene. Close-framed with 
original pencil signature and @ WN l/r in 6x8" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color 
and in clean and unblemished condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

506 Wallace Nutting  
Honeymoon Stroll 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Blossom trees and stone wall line country road. MA. Original 
mat and pen signature. Est 17x14" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
unblemished mat. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

507 Wallace Nutting  
Dixville Shadows 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Dixville Notch seen across blue lake. New Hampshire. 
Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 20x16" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color 
and a slightly dark but clean, blemish-free mat. 

$         40.00 $           75.00 $           150.00 

508 Wallace Nutting  
An Old Drawing Room 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttingholme Colonial Interior scene. Framingham 
MA. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 17x14" original mahogany frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading 
with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           250.00 

509 Wallace Nutting  
Caller's at the Squires 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Misc. Unusual scene with girls on house steps. 
Connecticut. Original mat, pencil signature and title. Est 14x17" original frame with older backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

510 Wallace Nutting  
At the Ford 

Original circa 1905-10 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Extremely rare Cow scene with lone Cow standing in 
tree-lined stream. Possibly Pennsylvania. Original mat, pencil signature and title. Est 14x11" original frame with no 
backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color and a slightly cropped mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free 
condition. 

$       250.00 $         500.00 $        1,000.00 

511 Wallace Nutting  
Two Untitled Exteriors 

Lot of two original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both Untitled Exterior scenes, having 
original mats and pen signatures. Est 7x9"and 8x12" original frames. Both 4.0 Gradings with good color and in 
clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

512 Wallace Nutting  
A Valley in the Pyrennes 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Unusual France scene with shallow rocky tree-lined 
stream. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 17x14" original mahogany frame with no backing paper. 3.0 
Grading with good color and a darker mat with blemish. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 



513 Wallace Nutting  
Resting at the Old Stoop 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Woman sitting on ivy-draped porch steps. Woodstock, 
Vermont. Original mat, title, and pen signature, signed by Wallace Nutting. Est 16x20" frame with newer backing 
paper. 2.75 Grading with good color although there are white paint flecks on the image. There are minor white 
flecks extending onto mat, but it is otherwise in clean, unblemished condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

514 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Miniature Exteriors 

Lot of two original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both miniature Exterior scenes. Both with 
original mats and pen signatures. Est 5x4" original matching frames with original backing paper. Both 4.0 
Gradings with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

515 Wallace Nutting  
Palms by a Pool 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare palm tree reflecting in water. Florida. Original mat and 
pen signature. Est 12x15" frame with no backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color (with somewhat oddly 
colored clouds); mat has some very minor foxing but is in otherwise clean condition. 

$         75.00 $         150.00 $           300.00 

516 Fred Thompson  
Tranquil Stream 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Treelined stream exterior. Original mat, title and pencil 
signature. Est 11x17" frame with original partial backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, 
blemish-free mat. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

517 David Davidson  
The Babbling Brook 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Exterior with rocky stream. Original mat, pencil signature & 
title. Est 11x14" period frame with older backing paper. 3.75 Grading with light color; mat has a minor right edge 
stain but is otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

518 Wallace Nutting  
Where Grandma Was Wed 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exterior with old home along country road. Woodbury, CT. 
Original mat, title, and pen signature. Est 20x16" frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color; 
mat has uneven aging color but is otherwise in clean, blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

519 Wallace Nutting  
Hospitable Preparations 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene with two women preparing bedroom 
for guests. Original mat and pen signature. Est 12x10" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good 
image color; mat has a mat puncture but is otherwise in mostly clean condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

520 Wallace Nutting  
Kent Curves 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rarer England scene with country road winding 
through hedge row. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 13x10" period frame with older backing paper. 3.5 
Grading with good color and a slightly cropped mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

521 Wallace Nutting  
Three Chums 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttingholme Colonial Interior scene with Cat. 
Framingham MA. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 17x14" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$       100.00 $         200.00 $           350.00 

522 Wallace Nutting - NH 
Beautiful - 1st Edition - DJ 

Wallace Nutting New Hampshire Beautiful, 1st Edition with Dust Jacket, 1924. Less-than-normal cover wear. $         10.00 $           25.00 $             50.00 

523 Wallace Nutting  
Swirling Seas 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. "Swirling Seas" large format Seascape scene. 
Massachusetts. Pen-signed l/r on image. Close-framed in est 30x20" original frame with no backing paper. 4.0 
Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$       100.00 $         250.00 $           500.00 

524 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Untitled Exteriors 

Pair of Wallace Nutting untitled hand-colored photos. 1) Circa 1915-25 pond and trees. Est. 3x5.5" frame with no 
backing paper. 2) Circa 1930-35 birch trees by country road. Est. 4x5" frame with original backing paper. Both 
have original mats with pen signatures. 4.0 gradings with good image color and clean, unblemished mats. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

525 Wallace Nutting  
Watching For Papa 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Rare Rosa scene with little Rosa on front walk with her 
mother. MA. Original mat and pencil signature. Copyright is also hand-scripted on the photo lower center. Est 
14x17" frame with newer backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good image color and a clean, unblemished mat. 

$       100.00 $         250.00 $           500.00 

526 Wallace Nutting  
Lady Pembroke 

Circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Lady works by canopy bed. Original 
mat and pen signature. Est 12x10" frame with original backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image; mat has light 
bottom stain but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

527 Wallace Nutting  
The Meandering Battenkill 

Circa 1900-10 Wallace Nutting B&W photo. River winds through flat meadow. VT. Original mat, title, and pencil 
signature. Est 20x16" frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with darker image quality; mat is also darker and 
has blemishes along right edge. 

$         40.00 $           80.00 $           150.00 

528 David Davidson  
Nipponese Inlet 

Circa 1915-25 David Davidson hand-colored photo. Exterior lake scene. Original mat, pencil signature & title. Est 
17x14" period frame with newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with impressionistic look color; mat has minor left 
edge aging but is otherwise in clean condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 



529 Wallace Nutting  
An Afternoon Tea 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttinghame Colonial Interior scene. Southbury CT. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 20x16" original mahogany frame with older backing paper. 3.75 Grading 
with good color and a slightly dark mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. The image does have 
some minor white spots and the frame is missing a few pieces of veneer. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

530 Wallace Nutting  
Morning Duties 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. Nantucket MA. Original mat, 
pen signature and title. Est 14x11" original mahogany frame with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading with good color 
and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         50.00 $         100.00 $           200.00 

531 Wallace Nutting  
The Tree at the Bridge 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Foreign stone bridge and village scene. Ireland. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 16x13" original frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with lighter 
color and a slightly dark mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

532 Wallace Nutting  
A Patriarch in Bloom 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exteror tree-lined stream scene. Massachusetts. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 11x9" original frame with original backing paper and still retaining its 
original Copyright Label. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

533 Wallace Nutting  
Untitled Interior 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Untitled Colonial Interior scene. "Returning from a 
Walk". Connecticut. Original mat and pen signature. Est 8x12" original mahogany frame with original backing 
paper. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         20.00 $           40.00 $             80.00 

534 Wallace Nutting  
The Nashua Asleep 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exteror tree-lined stream scene. Lancaster MA. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 11x9" original frame with original backing paper and still retaining its 
original Copyright Label. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

535 Wallace Nutting  
Affectionately Yours 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Broadhearth Colonial Interior scene. Saugus MA. 
Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 12x10" original mahogany frame with older backing paper. 3.75 Grading 
with good color and a slightly cropped mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         30.00 $           60.00 $           120.00 

536 Wallace Nutting - A New 
Hampshire Home Room 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Colonial Interior scene. New Hampshire. Original mat, 
pen signature and title. Est 10x8" period mahogany frame with no backing paper. 3.25 Grading with good color 
and a cropped mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

537 Wallace Nutting  
A Lake Shore Oak 

Original circa 1915-25 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Exteror tree-lined lake scene. Massachusetts. Original 
mat, pen signature and title. Est 12x10" original frame with older backing paper. 4.0 Grading with lighter color and 
a slightly dark mat but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

538 Charles Sawyer  
Cadillac Mountain Road 

Original circa 1915-25 Charles Sawyer hand-colored photo. Maine Exterior scene. Original mat, pen signature 
and title. Est 7x5" period frame with no backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good color and some minor mat foxing 
but otherwise in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         15.00 $           30.00 $             60.00 

539 Fred Thompson  
Distant Hills 

Circa 1900-10 Fred Thompson hand-colored photo. Exterior with country lane. New England. Original linen mat 
with pencil signature and title. Fred Thompson copyright imprinted l/l on image. Est 16x13" original frame with 
newer backing paper. 3.75 Grading with good image color; mat has a repaired puncture mark l/l but is otherwise 
in clean condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 

540 Wallace Nutting  
A Stitch in Time 

Original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photo. Nuttingholme Colonial Interior scene. Framingham 
MA. Original mat, pen signature and title. Est 11x9" original frame with original backing paper and still retaining its 
original Copyright Label. 4.0 Grading with good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         35.00 $           70.00 $           150.00 

541 Wallace Nutting  
Pair of Miniature Exteriors 

Lot of two original circa 1930-35 Wallace Nutting hand-colored photos. Both miniature Exterior scenes. Both with 
original mats and pen signatures. Est 5x4" original frames with original backing paper. Both 4.0 Gradings with 
good color and in clean and blemish-free condition. 

$         25.00 $           50.00 $           100.00 
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